
SALES DEVELOPMENTSRENTALS

Nature Lover’s Paradise, on the doorstep of King David! 
Offers from R3 100 000  |  Web ref 18600

Velika Peeva  076 303 0078  |  velika@fi rzt.co.za

Beautifully renovated family home set in a tropical garden!
R16 950pm Unfurnished  |  Web ref 18070

Jodi Dayan  083 777 8948  |  jodi@fi rzt.co.za

Luxury. Security. Convenience. 
From R2 945 000.   |  Web ref 18327

Benjy Pein  083 453 4156  |  benjy@fi rzt.co.za
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Achievers all - igniting the soul of Africa

Jewish Reportsouth african

By far the “hottest” Jewish topic this week is the elusive Shuvu Banim Breslov Rabbi Eliezer Berland who is evading the “full might” of the South African police - three 
times so far and still counting. The rabbi, who has cult status among his followers, has lent credence to the expression “wandering Jew”, since he has, for four years, 
avoided standing trial in Israel on charges of sexual harassment and even rape. His wanderings have taken him to Morocco, Zimbabwe, South Africa (now twice), and 
Holland. There’s an Interpol warrant out for his arrest, but that doesn’t seem to deter him or his followers. (There’s even the rumour that he slipped back into Israel not 
so long ago - and is back in South Africa.) To add spice to his escapades, his followers just over a week ago issued a din rodef on Chief Rabbi Warren Goldstein - since 
withdrawn - as they had fingered him for tipping off the Hawks about Rabbi Berland’s Midrand whereabouts. They seek him here, they seek him there... and the saga 
continues. See pages 3, 4, 6 and 15.
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MIDWAYS MALL 
280 Corlett Drive, Bramley Gardens

Tel: 011 887 5456 / 011 440 9571
Open: Monday to Friday 8am - 5pm / Saturday 8am - 1pm / Sunday 10am - 1pm

www.idealfurn.co.za  

Nathan, Tony & Len
previously of HNT FURNITURE
are back and better than ever!

Unbelievable deals on

It’s come and gone. The Absa Jewish Achiever Awards last Sunday at Vodaworld in Midrand saw the crème de la crème of the Jewish community - and a host of non-
Jewish guests as well - paying tribute to Jewish achievers in fields as diverse as industry, outreach, arts and sport. The theme this year was “Igniting the Soul of Africa” 
- and the evening was testimony to the myriad ways in which SA Jewry clearly do “ignite” the “African soul”. Pictured are Howard Sackstein, chairman of the board of 
SA Jewish Report, who is also Achievers chairman; community stalwart Marlene Bethlehem, winner of the KIA Community Service Award; the indefatigable human 
rights lawyer George Bizos, who received The Chivas Humanitarian Award in Honour of Chief Rabbi Cyril Harris Z”L; Wendy Appelbaum, who with her husband 
Hylton, received the Lifetime Achievement Award in honour of Helen Suzman and Bertie Lubner, on behalf of the Donald Gordon Foundation; and surfing great Shaun 
Tomson, who received the Richmark Art, Sport, Science & Culture Award. See pages 3-13.
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‘Winds of Change’ for children
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Though Cape Town may be known for its 
gusty winds, the “Winds of Change” speech 
delivered by UK Prime Minister Harold Mac-
millan on a visit here to Parliament in 1960 
is probably even better known, marking a 
critical point in the British Commonwealth’s 
decolonisation policy and an early sign of 
our own changes to come. 

As he summed it up: “The Wind of Change 
is blowing through this continent. Whether 
we like it or not, this growth of national 
consciousness is a political fact.”

As a child I read another speech about the 
“Winds of Change”, not by the Prime Minis-

ter, but by the previous Rebbe, reflecting on 
his own childhood in the Jewish season of 
change, the month of Elul. 

“Though summer still lingered and the day 
was bright and sunny, there was a change 
in the air. One smelled the Elul-scent; a Te-
shuvah wind (Wind of Change) was blowing. 
Everyone grew more serious, more thought-
ful... All awaited the call of the shofar, the 
first blast that would announce the opening 
of the gates of the month of mercy...”

In this week’s parsha we read Moshe’s 
famous words: “Bonim atem laHashem 
Elokeichem” (“You are Children of G-d”)

The essence of a child is their parent: 
emotionally, intellectually and in the most 
literal form genetically. This is what they are 
created from - the seed of their parents, and 
this is who they are.

As “Children of G-d” our entire essence 
and being is only that: G-d. No sin, no crisis 

of faith, and no level of ignorance or indif-
ference, can change that. But, as every par-
ent knows, what may have been obvious in 
an embryotic state is lost and forgotten with 
the passage of time.

So then we have the months of Elul when 
we, the children - like the previous Rebbe 
reflecting on his childhood Elul, or we as the 
Children of Hashem reading the parsha that 
reminds us of our “child” state oneness with 
G-d - are able to feel our Divine conscious-
ness as a spiritual fact.

For this reason we begin to blow the 
shofar every day, we recite an extra three 
chapters of Tehillim to complete it by Yom 
Kippur, we add chapter 27 to the daily 
prayers, we add in Torah and tzedakah, and 
we generally try to improve and elevate 
our daily conduct and lifestyle (see www.
TheShul.co.za/Elul for more on what this 
month is bringing). 

And so, to paraphrase the great speech 
given in Cape Town 53 years ago: “The Wind 
of Change is blowing through this commu-
nity. Whether we like it or not, this growth 
of Divine consciousness is a spiritual fact.”

So let’s join the movement now. 

KASHRUT ALERT

BRIAN JOSSELOWITZ

A Cape Town woman who was granted a get 
recently, said she felt “relief but not quite belief” 
until the document was in her hands.

The woman - E C - who does not want to be 
identified, was married for 13 years and her civil 
divorce was granted over a year ago. She said she 
has three children and it affected them badly.

“I did not make the get part of the settlement 
as the divorce was too difficult and had taken 
about three years with huge expense - so I just 
wanted it over and I knew the get would prolong it 
as I had asked for it in 2012 a few times and been 
refused,” said E C. She had however asked the 
Beth Din in Cape Town to speak with her former 
husband – which they did but without success.

“My ex-husband just did not want to grant the 
get, although this year he did ask the Rosh Beth 
Din to offer me one, but with certain conditions, 
so I rejected it. I was not interested in fighting 
further as there had been so much stress already 
that I decided enough was enough,” she said.

“Then one of the women behind the Go-Getters 
campaign called and asked if I wanted help and I 
told her that I did not think so as I was not inter-
ested in another Jewish marriage and would not 
sign another get, given how the law is written. 

“However, I met with her and she explained 
to me the work Go-Getters had been doing and 
about the support they were giving to another 
agunah (“chained woman”). I was still reluctant to 
proceed, but she encouraged me to make another 
call to the Beth Din and to set up another meeting.

“It was all different now as I was no longer 
alone. The Go-Getters were in my corner and they 
gave me good advice. I met with the Beth Din but 
they wanted to include other family matters and 
my children in the process, which did not suit me. 

“The Go-Getters encouraged me to write an-
other letter to the Beth Din outlining my concerns 
and then the rabbi understood that the get needed 

Go-Getters persevere – and Cape Town 
woman gets her get!

Parshat Re’eh
Rabbi Asher Deren
The Shul - Cape 
Town

Shabbat Times

WHoLE RAngE of CHiLLA PRodUCTS To CHooSE fRom

The kashrut division of the Union of Orthodox Synagogues advises that Chilla has a big range of products, some 
of which are Chalav Yisroel and others that are not. All those that are Chalav Yisroel will bear the Bedatz hechsher 
on their packaging.  
 
Their range is: 
Chilla Brazilian Hazelnut; Chilla Chai Latte; Chilla French Vanilla; Chilla Ice Cappuccino; Chilla Ice Coffee; Chilla Ice 
Vanilla; Chilla Swiss Chocolate; and Chilla Toffee Caramel.

The kashrut division also advises that Brooklyn Foods is fully kosher certified (Non-Mehadrin) under the 
supervision of the Johannesburg Beth Din. 

to be granted separately from the other issues,” 
E C said.

The breakthrough came for her when another 
get-refuser, Anthony Sherman, was named, 
shamed and excommunicated. E C said she 
knew her get would “come shortly”. 

“My ex-husband agreed to give me a get 
although he still wanted to attach terms which 
were not in my children’s interests, but he re-

lented and gave me the get. Without the support 
of Go-Getters I would definitely not have a get 
today. I would not have fought for it and would 
not have been assertive enough to demand it in 
the end.

“I was amazed to meet this unbelievable 
group of women who selflessly were prepared 
to stand up and fight for what is right with noth-
ing in it for them.” 

 (011) 885-2950/1

PANEL BEATING 
& MECHANICAL REPAIRS 

91 9th Rd Kew
gemautojoel@gmail.com

%

GEM
AUTO

10 CASH BACK ON ALL 
PANELBEATING,  
SPRAYPAINTING 

AND DENT REMOVAL

%

R595  
major service – 4 cylinder cars

Kew

Ask for Joel

Prince Unisex 
Barber Shop

Raedene: 5 Durham Street, Raedene
LyndhuRst: 14 Lyndhurst Place, cnr Johannesburg 
  Rd and Kernick Ave, Lyndhurst  
 (opp MacDonalds)

% 084 451 0517 % 072 024 8142

Have your trim for Summer!

Haircut  R50
Shave R30
Colour R60
Facial R100
Eye Brows R40

Collect your royalty card  
and receive your free haircut

Mon – Fri: 8am - 6pm • Sat: 8am - 4pm • Sun: 8am - 3pm
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P R O P E R T I E S

Fairmount  Inviting buyers from R3.799  Million  

Elray Street. A baronial pristine home of distinction. 4 
Bedroomed executive home, 3 bathrooms, entertainer's patio, pool, lock 
up garaging for 4 cars. Bonus: 2 Bedroomed self contained cottage. 
Asking more.  Web Ref:101427

 

– 

INVEST IN PROPERTY IN ISRAEL FROM R5 MILLION 

Contact Herschel Jawitz in strict confidence: rschel@jawitz.co.za082 571 1829  |  he

Morningside –  R13.9 Million

House.  Living well is an art, frame each day beautifully. Designed by a 
renowned architect, it is situated in a secure cul-de-sac in the heart of Morningside. 
The stunning open-plan living areas have floor to ceiling glass.  The signature use of 
colours,  the sparkling pool and the large garden are aesthetically appealing.  This 
exceptional home is for those who choose the finer things in life, with a lifestyle as 
individual as you are.  Walking distance to Shul.  Web Ref: 106854

Abbotsford  R5.795 Million

1 Tabren Close. Stylishly Sophisticated. Double storey cluster built 
for maximum comfort & contentment. Offering 3 receptions, French 
Provencal styled kitchen, guest cloak & multi-use room (downstairs). 
Master suite, 3 beds, 2 baths & study/5th bed (upstairs). Patio, pool, 2 staff, 
dbl garage, CCTV & generator.  Web Ref: 106417

 

– 

Norma Robinson 082 554 7260 | 011 656 0888
Joel Harris 082 926 0287 | 011 622 1820

Directions:  Along Sandler into Elray Street. 
Directions:  North along Atholl/Oaklands, right into 3 rd  Ave.

Sydenham  R1.695 Million

9th Avenue. Perfect double story, three-bedroom family home. 
Secure with old world charm, large main entrance hall welcomes you in. 
Living room with open bay windows, leading, to sweeping dining room, 
kitchen and play room. Upstairs bedrooms with bathroom and open 
balcony complete the package. Plenty of garden space with pool, single 
garage with double car port.  Web Ref: 106217

 

– 

Directions:  Along 9th Avenue

Chrissie Hammer 082 568 0440 | 011 880 3550 Joel Harris 082 926 0287 | 011 622 1820

  ON SHOW THIS SUNDAY  ON SHOW THIS SUNDAY  Special Viewing Sunday 2:30 - 4:30pm  

Directions: Rivonia into Centre Rd, 1st left into Middle, through boom, 1st right into Gail, 
1st right into Pillemar, 1st right into Brian. 

  ON SHOW THIS SUNDAY

MICHAEL BELLING 
PHOTOS BY ILAN OSSENDRYVER AND JASON CROUSE

The Absa Jewish Achiever Awards nominees are a story 
of personal triumph and sometimes liberating struggle, 
Howard Sackstein, chairman of the Awards and of the SA 
Jewish Report board of directors, said at a breakfast, hosted 
by Absa - the event’s main sponsor - for the award nominees 
last week Friday.

Over 100 people, including senior Absa officials, SA Jew-
ish Report directors and businesspeople attended the event 
at the Four Seasons Hotel in Johannesburg. 

This is the 18th year of the Awards, a figure that in Jewish 
tradition represents life and survival, Sackstein said.

The last few months have illustrated “the fruits of our 
democracy”, but there is uncertainty - “each morning we 
wake to a roller coaster. 

“We have choices. Is this the spring of hope or the winter 
of despair, is this the epoch of belief or the epoch of incre-
dulity?” he asked

“South Africa still represents a world of opportunity. It is 
our role as leaders in this country to be leaders in morality, 
ethics and good governance,” he said.

Independent political analyst Daniel Silke said South 
Africa is facing some fundamental challenges and changes.

“It is an important and necessary phase of our democratic 
maturity that the party in power begins to feel the heat.”

This is an era of marginal power in the country. The ANC 
is no longer certain of victory. The effects of this will be felt 
everywhere.

“This is brand new for us. There is a new type of fluidity in 
South African politics.”

Much of the negativity relating to the ANC revolves 
around leadership.

A second major trend is the blurring of lines in South 
African politics - what Silke terms the DA/EFF axis.

“It might make some feel uneasy, but it also enables us to 
transcend some of the lines that have divided us.

“For the moment, the marriage is good for South Africa. 
It is a remarkable turnaround.”

An additional trend was diluted stereotypes - “the ances-
tors are not against the opposition - the sky is not going to 
fall in with a DA administration,” Silke said.

However, hard work will be required in overcoming bu-
reaucracies and even possible sabotage by unhappy staff.

It is also important for the DA to form a good relation-
ship with the ANC, to facilitate provinces and metros work-
ing together. 

Economic conditions play a large role in politics today and 
the ailing economy has had a marked impact. 

“The politics and economics intersect.” But economics 
have taken over to lead politics. The question is how the 
politicians can take back control.

Jeff Gable, head of Africa non-equity research at Absa/
Barclays, said economic growth in South Africa has slipped 
since 2011, even as the global economy has stabilised.

Several of the problems in this country are specific to 
South Africa and do not depend on the world economic 
situation.

Electricity supply from Eskom has been a binding con-
straint on the economy for several years, but not this past 
year.

Gable referred to several current problems. Consumer 
spending is under significant pressure with lacklustre retail 
sales growth and slowed spending on expensive durable 
items.

Consumer confidence is weaker than at any time since the 
transition in the early 1990s.

“There is a crisis of confidence. It doesn’t matter if you 
look at it across income groups, race groups or regions,” he 
said. 

There is also “an awful lot of debt out there”, made worse 
by interest rate increases. 

“The strain is becoming apparent.”
He pointed out that arrears in household mortgage pay-

ment are increasing.
While many jobs are advertised, a shortage of skills 

meant there are often insufficient qualified candidates.
The political climate was mentioned in recent surveys as a 

factor holding South Africa back.
Among the other key issues are:

• Volatile financial flows;
•   The country’s credit rating - a downgrade to junk status is 

likely in December;
• Interest rates;
• Labour relations.

Master of ceremonies Kudzi Samushonga, head of Absa 
business banking in Gauteng, said the Jewish Achiever 
Awards were a highlight not only on the Absa calendar, but 
on the South African calendar as well.

Banie Claasen, managing executive, Absa retail and busi-
ness bank, Gauteng south, in thanking the participants, 
reiterated Absa’s commitment to the awards, saying the 
bank had recently extended its sponsorship by a further 
three years. 

SA Jews have a role to play in moral 
leadership – Howard Sackstein

The traditional Achiever breakfast hosted by the event’s main sponsor, Absa, 
was held at the Four Seasons Hotel in Johannesburg

Geoff Rothschild, judge on the Absa Panel; Banie Claasen, Regional 
Managing Executive, Retail and Business Banking Gauteng South, 
Barclays Africa Group Limited; and Petrus Balt of Absa.

Dionne Ellerine Hirschowitz, Europcar Jewish Women in Leadership 
and Absa Unlisted Award nominee, Dina Diamond, Jewish Report 
Board Member and Anthony Wald, Absa Entrepreneur nominee

Shantal Pillay and Marie-Lou Okoko of Absa.

H  Installations  
and repairs

H Residential

H Commercial

H Industrial

licensed & registered contractors
Tel: (011) 885-1713 • Cell: 082-442-7124

Reeva Forman, Howard Sackstein, Jewish Report Chairman and 
Kumari Moodley, General Manager: Marketing and Corporate 
Relations, Barclays Africa Group Limited.
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Jewish Report board members Benjy Porter; 
Herschel Jawitz and Shaun Matisonn with  
Achiever nominee Anton Ossip (second from left)_.

Petrus Balt of Absa and Reeva 
Forman.

Jeff Gable, Head of Research and the 
Chief Economist at Barclays Africa Group 
Limited.

VANESSA VALKIN 

This past Sunday night at Vodaworld in 
Midrand was the 18th annual Absa Jewish 
Achiever Awards. 

It was again a magnificent night of 
celebration, recognising the astounding 
achievements of a community, small in 
numbers but so mighty in impact. The 
theme this year was “Igniting the Soul of 
Africa” and the evening spoke to the myriad 
ways that SA Jewry have contributed to 
igniting the “African soul”. 

By 16:30 Vodaworld was buzzing with ex-
citement and anticipation as guests literally 
walked the red carpet and were interviewed 
for video by Achiever Awards board mem-
ber, Dina Diamond, who looked stunning in 
green.

After delicious cocktails ahead of the 
reception, generously sponsored by Chivas, 
the community’s most important ben-

efactors and leaders, nominees and their 
friends and family, past winners, key spon-
sors, and others, entered the main banquet 
hall. Guests were in awe of the beautiful 
décor, orchid centrepieces as well as the 
unforgettable first course of beetroot cured 
salmon, horseradish cream, avocado mousse 
and other delectable bits. 

In his welcoming address, Jewish Achiev-
er Awards Chairman Howard Sackstein, 
remarking on the incredible journey South 
African Jewry has made in its 175-year 
history, asked the question: “Who in their 
wildest dreams, while carrying coal in the 
Free State, could have dreamt that a group 
of penniless refugees escaping persecution, 
would be able to tell a story of how to ignite 
a nation? 

“This is the inspirational and extraordi-
nary story of our history. And we at the SA 
Jewish Report are there every week to tell 
stories about, and to, our community.”

All the money raised from sponsorships 
and seat tickets at the gala are used to sup-
port the free publication and distribution of 
the Jewish Report newspaper and its digital 
content, Sackstein explained.

He also thanked Absa, the principal spon-
sor: “Absa are our backstop, our backers and 
our brothers. We have no doubt that you 
will continue to support Absa to recipro-
cate their warm and generous support to 
ourselves and our community.”  

Then followed a special tribute to the late 
Bertie Lubner, a long-time Jewish Report 
board member and great benefactor and in-
novator for social upliftment in the Jewish 
community. 

His son Marc spoke lovingly of his father 
and the many remarkable philosophies by 
which he lived his life. He recalled how his 
father would say: “Take time when you stop 
at that street corner. Even if you don’t give 

the beggar anything, take time to talk to 
him as a human being… You make your life 
by how much you give.” 

Awards were handed out throughout 
the night to a group of formidable people 
who have contributed to Africa in different 
ways. As Andrew Dunn, CEO of Richmark, 
said when he presented the Art, Sport, 
Science and Culture Award: “I could only 
shudder to think that if that relatively 
small group of refugees fleeing persecution 
in Eastern Europe had not chosen South 
Africa as their new home, how different our 
landscape would be today. 

“One hundred and seventy-five years lat-
er, these very same families and offspring, 
making up a mere total of 75 000 people, 
have become South Africa’s Nobel laureates, 
sports heroes, struggle icons, Constitution-
al Court jurists, artists, musicians, doctors, 
entrepreneurs, academics, industrialists…”
•  The KIA Community Service Award went 

to community stalwart Marlene Bethle-
hem. 

•  The Richmark Art, Sport, Science & Cul-
ture Award went to surfing great Shaun 
Tomson. 

•  The Lifetime Achievement Award in Hon-
our of Helen Suzman and Bertie Lubner 
went to the Donald Gordon Foundation 
represented by his daughter and son-in-
law, Wendy and Hylton Appelbaum.

•  The Chivas Humanitarian Award in Hon-
our of Chief Rabbi Cyril Harris, zt”L, went 
to renowned human rights lawyer George 
Bizos. 

•  The Creative Counsel Young Jewish En-
trepreneur Award went to young property 
tycoons Greg Blend and Grant Friedman. 

•  Winner of the Europcar Jewish Women 
in Leadership Award was Judge Sharise 
Weiner. 

•  The Absa Entrepreneur Award went to 

Barry Taitz of Blue Cellular.
•  Winner of the Absa Unlisted Company 

Award was Dionne Ellerine Hirschowitz.
•  Winner of the Absa Listed Company 

Award went to Michael Metz.

In what was the longest of the speeches 
but a most astounding story, George 
Bizos, winner of the Humanitarian Award, 
described his lifetime connections to the 
Jewish community. Particularly memorable 
was his tale of how, as a penniless immi-
grant working in a shop in Jeppe, a Jewish 
customer named Cecilia Feinstein, shocked 
and dismayed to hear that he did not go to 
school, proceeded to take on the responsi-
bility of his schooling from that day on. 

Both Judge Sharise Weiner, winner of 
the Europcar Jewish Women in Leadership 
Award, and Dionne Ellerine Hirschowitz, 
winner of the Absa Unlisted Company 
Award, spoke of the importance of being 
role models for women and inspiring them 
to believe that anything is possible. 

As Hirschowitz said in her acceptance 
speech: “To all the women out here, I hope 
I can inspire the idea that it is possible to 
drop your kids at school and be at the office 
at 07:30!” 

During proceedings, guests also feasted 
on delicious slow-cooked beef with red 
onion marmalade and chicken paupiette; 
while dessert included warm chocolate 
fondant with silky ganache, lime ice cream 
and crackled honeycomb - all prepared by 
the formidable Stan and Pete Caterers. The 
audience also had many good laughs due to 
witty host John Vlismas,  entertainment 
was jaw-dropping aerial acrobatics by Art of 
Synergy and the entire event was organised 
by the very capable group, Digital E.S.P 
(Event Strategy and Procurement).

A sizzling Absa Jewish Achiever Awards 2016

Tali Nates

Kim Faclier and Howard Sackstein
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One of the magnificent table centrepieces.

Grant Nirenstein; Barry Taitz; and Gina Taitz.

Herby and Sandra Rosenberg.

Jodene Buskin; Kim Faclier; and Dionne Ellerine 
Hirschowitz.

Jeff and Jody Farber.

Melvyn and Helen Fraser.

Dani Ossip and Anton Ossip.

Nicci Raz; Reeva Forman; and Tanya Joselowsky.

Judge Sharise Weiner and Wendy Appelbaum.

Marc Lubner; Niki Yudelman; and Uri Krost.

Nikki Yudelman; Marc Lubner; Tessa Forman; Arnold Forman; Tarryn Forman; Ashleigh Forman; and 
David Cohen.

011 485-5589
74 George Avenue 

nicky@mooz.co.za

C o m e  t o  M o o z . . . t o  s h m o o o o o z

www.stamelmanproperties.co.za

HiGHLANDS NORTH SAvOY ESTATE DOWER GLENN Palm Terraces CORLETTE GARDENS River Close BRAMLEY
Modern home, in excellent condition, 
4 receptions, 4 bed, 3 bath, pool & 
more. R2.7M Mark 072 186 6911 

Lorraine 082 517 0396 
11TH AvENUE

Stunning family home, in secure 
boom, 4 receptions, 4 beds, 3 baths, 

pool & more. R2M/R2.2M  
Trevor Stamelman 082 608 0168 

AiNTREE AvENUE

Beautiful Townhouse 2/3 receptions, 
3 beds, 2.5 baths, garden and more. 

R2.250M  
Marianne Bambury 083 232 8082 

MARULA STREET

Stunning townhouse, 3/4 receptions,  
4 beds, 2 baths, garden. R1.195M  

Lynn 079 522 8634  
Shaquille 078 448 3388  

LOUW STREET

  2/3 beds, 3 recep, sparkling pool,  
2 bed income-producing cottage and 
more. R2.2M Bellah 071 514 5091 

Refilwe 078 148 1020
EDEN ROAD

Tel: (011) 885-3742
Tel: (011) 440-2579

ON SHOW 2pm– 5pm

ON SHOW 2pm– 5pm

ON SHOW 2pm– 5pm

ON SHOW 2pm– 5pm

ON SHOW 2pm– 5pm

ON SHOW 2pm– 5pm
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Shaun Tomson and John Smit. Romy and Alon Berman and Kim Simon. Danny K and Lisa; and Shane Mann.

Uri Krost and Andrew Diamond.

Eric Samson and Chief Rabbi Warren Goldstein.

Tanya Joselowsky and her crew.George Bizos.

Vanessa and Ian Neuburger.

Rabbi Yossy Goldman and Charles and Candy 
Kramer.

Mark Lubner and Adrian Gore.

Nadav Ossendryver and Ilan Ossendryver.

Dina Diamond; Jodi and Neville Starkowitz.

Seen at the Absa Jewish Achiever Awards 2016
Josh Drobis; Daniel Lutzno; Ohad Housman; Daniel Kedar; and Adam Friedman.

Jaw-dropping aerial 
acrobatics by Art of Synergy.
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WE BUY & SELL LOCAL & INTERNATIONAL FINE ART

Mark and Dan Stillerman and Hylton Appelbaum

Billy and Michelle Gundelfinger; and Lisa 
Gundelfinger Koppel

Anthony Wald and Dr Efrat Wald

Ran Neu-Ner and Gil Oved with winner Grant 
Friedman

David Hodnett, of Absa presenting the award 
for Absa Listed Award to Michael Metz with 
Eric Samson

Adam Gilmore, Tali Nates, Judge Sharise Wainer, Martin Lydall and Miral Honibal

Diane and Julian Wolfson Romy Josef and Dayne Levinrad Helen and Larry Griesheimer.

% (011) 440-8352
3 Long Avenue Glenhazel

MON – WED 7:30am – 6:00pm • THURS 7:30am – 6:30pm
FRI 7:30am – 5:00pm • SUN 8:00am – 1:00pm

“WHERE QUALITY  
COSTS YOU LESS!”

Tel: (011) 430-1980

south africanJewish Report

Have you told your son, 
husband, neighbour or 

 

Advertise your business 
in the SA Jewish Report.

De ganse mishpocha?

Make your community 
stronger
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The Jewish Achiever Awards banquet, paying tribute to Jewish - and other - achievers in a wide array of fields, from business to the arts has 
deservedly carved a top place for itself on the Jewish social calendar. This year was no exception. Last Sunday’s function at Vodaworld lived up to 

the high expectations established over many years. This was indeed where the movers and shakers of the community every year meet and socialise.

Israeli Ambassador to South Africa 
Arthur Lenk: “It’s a beautiful 

evening. It is wonderful and right 
to celebrate the Jewish community 

and those who step outside 
Glenhazel and Sea Point to impact 

on the whole of South Africa.”

Anthony Wald, of Apricity 
Capital, a nominee for the Absa 
Entrepreneur award: “The event 

is fantastic. It allows people 
the opportunity of showcasing 
businesses and talents. It is 

also an opportunity to network 
and discuss ideas with other 
talented individuals who have 
already got to the top of the 

mountain 
“I also got to meet Shaun 

Tomson and bought his book. 
Achievers is fabulous all round 
and well-organised, both this 

event and the (Absa) breakfast. 
It is really well-run and co-

ordinated.
“I think it is fantastic for the 

Jewish community. It exposes 
all my business associates 

and partners to a wider field. I 
am not involved in the Jewish 
community and this is a great 
way to get exposure and show 

off talents.”

Shaun Tomson, former world 
surfing champion and winner 
of the Richmark Art, Sport, 
Science and Culture Award: 

“The event is a fantastic way for 
the community to get together 
and celebrate people who are 

purposeful and passionate about 
their life’s work.

“I think it is good for the 
Jewish community. Positive role 
models raise the bar for everyone 
and are a strong influence not just 
on the Jewish community, but on 

the entire secular community.
“My vision in life is to 

create a positive wave that flows 
around the world that everyone 
can ride on and share. I believe 

community gatherings like these 
are part of the way to keep the 

wave flowing.”

Reeva Forman, community leader, 
who recently received the Bertie 

Lubner Award from the SA Jewish 
Board of Deputies: “This occasion 
is amazing. It not only brings the 
Jewish community together, but 

highlights the incredible contribution 
of the community to develop South 

Africa. I am very proud of that.”

Su Lubner, daughter of the late 
Bertie Lubner, to whom tributes 

were paid at the Achievers’ 
banquet: “It is very important  
that we remember the good 

everyone is doing.
“Hopefully, we will inspire 

everybody to play their own small 
part. Like a stone in the water, the 

ripples will spread.”
Gina Taitz, wife of Barry, the 

winner of the Absa Entrepreneur 
Award: “I think it’s a great way to 
honour Jewish achievers and for 
the community to recognise their 

hard work and success.”

Lisa Chaitowitz, secretary of Yeshiva College: “This is my 14th year 
here. My husband is one of the auditors and judges from Grant Thornton.

“I think the Achievers is a fantastic event and does wonders for the 
community. It is an amazing thing to recognise the achievements of the 

people in the community and for them to be acknowledged.
“I enjoy the event - it’s the premier Jewish social event of the year - as 

well as being able to be among all the successful achievers.
“It is good for the Jewish community, bringing community members 

together. It also creates publicity for how successful the Jewish community 
is and how much they contribute to this country.”

Annabel Linder, theatre 
personality and Europcar Jewish 

Women in Leadership Award 
nominee, quipped: “I had to answer 
a lot of questions, including what 

my turnover was. The only turnover 
I have is when I turn over in bed.

“At a time like this, it is 
wonderful to be rejoicing because 
there is not much to rejoice in at 

present.”

David Cohen, actuary: “I think 
it is a great event. It is my first 
time, so I don’t really have any 
expectation. I am here with my 
girlfriend, whose father worked 

for Bertie Lubner.
“It is a good way to bring all 
Jews together, networking 

and celebrating each other’s 
achievements. It is definitely 

good for the community and, as 
a young professional, it is a great 
thing to strive for in my career.
“Fundraising for the SA Jewish 

Report keeps everyone connected 
at the end of the day, which is 
also good for the community.
“I am involved in the Jewish 
community privately, but not 

publicly. I have not been involved 
in other Jewish events.”

Rebbetzen Rochel Goldman, a 
nominee in the Europcar Jewish Women 
in Leadership Award: “It was amazing 

to receive the nomination for Women of 
the World (WOW). 

“I don’t see this as a competition, but 
as recognition of what people have 

contributed to South Africa.”

Tanya Joselowsky, of The 
Pop - balloon décor events 
and a nominee for the Absa 
Entrepreneur Award: “I think 

the Achievers event is a unique 
opportunity. I feel very privileged 

and humbled to have been 
nominated. It inspires me to grow 

even bigger.
“The event is classy, top of 
its game. I’ve realised how 

much of a contribution Jewish 
businessmen and women have 

made and the role they play in the 
wider community. That is most 

inspiring for me.
“It is good for the Jewish 
community. The people I 

have met are making a real 
contribution to South Africa. The 

event is important because it 
introduces me to people I have 
never met before and makes it 

possible to network.”

Ann Harris, who presented the Chivas Humanitarian Award in memory 
of her late husband, Chief Rabbi Cyril Harris, zt”l: “It’s wonderful to 

recognise service to the community, even if it is ancillary, like business, 
in whatever way it is done. “I also love to see young people coming up, 

as time makes gaps in community leadership. “I do think it’s good for the 
Jewish community. People have community interests in different ways, 

but most people are interested in seeing people move to the top. It’s very 
nice to have a glamorous occasion and for me it’s nice to meet people I 

haven’t seen for a long time.”

National chairman of Betar  
Hadley Shapiro, of Medi Response, 

and a nominee for the Creative 
Counsel Young Jewish Entrepreneurs 
Award: “It’s a beautiful concept. It’s 

important to recognise leadership and 
to inspire others in the community.”

Arthur Goldstuck, of World Wide 
Worx, a nominee in the Absa Unlisted 
Company category: “I think this is a 
wonderful way for the community to 
acknowledge its own and recognition 

of achievements that would 
otherwise have gone unrecognised. 

“It is a wonderful affirmation of 
the role that members of the com-

munity play that might go unnoticed 
in the broader environment.
“Because the entire business 

landscape is changing so rapidly, 
a lot of fascinating businesses that 
make a big difference in people’s 

lives tend to be overlooked, because 
of the emphasis on blockbuster 

names. This is a chance for some 
of those businesses to get a little 

limelight.”

Dr Selma Browde, veteran 
politician and activist, said: “I 
think it is a wonderful forum 

to show what people have 
achieved. They have done 
interesting things, not just 
making money, but making 
a contribution; for example, 
one nominee who started an 

ambulance service.
“It is good to know what 

people are doing and what an 
achievement is - a lot of people 

think an achievement is just 
making money, but it has got to 
do with more than just looking 

after yourself.”
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The acrobats had the  audiencegasping in disbelief.

Howard Sackstein

Ann Harris
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Located in the vibrant and highly secure Melrose Arch Lifestyle Development, this 
iconic hotel offers an outstanding combination of 5-star luxury, world-class service 
and distinctive design that’s as exceptional as our guests.

Enjoy unprecedented security in Johannesburg, the alfresco design and café culture 
of Melrose Arch, in-house transfer service and customised kiddies room décor. 

BOOK 30+ DAYS AHEAD OF YOUR STAY DATE AND ENJOY A 25% SAVING.
Terms and conditions apply. Kosher meals can be sourced upon request, and the hotel team will gladly provide 
assistance with reservations at nearby Kosher restaurants.

AFRICAN PRIDE MELROSE ARCH HOTEL
YOUR HOME AWAY FROM HOME. 

MELROSE ARCH / JOHANNESBURG / SOUTH AFRICA

To book, contact elke.vandermerwe@africanpridehotels.com
+27 (0) 11 214 6666
Visit marriott.com

Vivienne, Michael, Gabi and Lance Metz.

Avi Kanar and Roni Lea.

Dan Stillerman; Josh Drobis; Howard Sackstein; and Mark Stillerman.

Hylton and Wendy Appelbaum and 
Howard Sackstein.

Cyril Harrisberg and Monique Harrisberg.

Mark Hirschowitz; Dionne Ellerine 
Hirschowitz; and Herby Rosenberg.

Jody Farber and Thomas Jackson.

Dominic and Annette Ford.

Barbara and Geoff Rothschild. Dorienne Levitt and Dr Shalya Hirschson 
of the Uvemvane Project.

George Bizos and Reeva Forman.

Shaun Matisonn; Benjy Porter; Howard Sackstein; Dina Diamond; and Herschel Jawitz.

Benjy Porter; Herby Rosenberg; George Bizos; Ann Harris; Howard Sackstein 
and Herschel Jawitz.

Betsie and Arnold Pretorius.

011 485-5589
74 George Avenue 

nicky@mooz.co.za

C o m e  t o  M o o z . . . t o  s h m o o o o o z

 Sandton/Wynberg Balfour/Highlands North

 Tel: 011 887 7336 Tel: 011 440 8980       

 Cell: 082 823 0655  Cell: 073 559 1053    

 Motor City Cnr 11th Ave  

 Cnr Rautenbach & Louis Botha

 & 6th Street  Also from Athol Street 

 Jorge & Jean Tony
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Authorised Financial Services Provider  Registered Credit Provider  Reg No NCRCP7

Share. Grow. Prosper.

Sharing. It’s the most powerful 
form of humanity. It is something 
we are taught before we can even 
walk. Because in sharing lies 
positive growth for all. The chance 
to prosper. To give and receive. 
It holds the promise of a strengthened 
society. It connects us and evolves 
us. From learning to getting people 
ready to work. From dreaming of 
careers to studying for them. 
From having fun to meeting
responsibilities. From being born 
free to living free. It stimulates 
the innovators and inspires future 
leaders. Sharing is something we 
practice everyday. We listen, 
we care, we design, we add value, 
to your life and that of others. 
We empower small businesses to 
think big and big businesses to 
remember the small. There is a 
beginning to Shared Growth. 
But there is no end. And each time 
we share we know that some day, 
in some way, it will be shared again. 
When we share, we grow. When we 
grow, we all prosper. 

Jason and Jodi Kramer.

Su Lubner; Hillary Lubner; and Reeva Forman.

Andrew and Jeanne Dunn; Shaun and Carla 
Tomson; and Gavin and Jo-Ann Varejes.

Ambassador Arthur Lenk; Hilary Lubner; and Ruth 
Lenk.

Maurice; Howard; and Helen Sackstein.

Elliott and Ayellet Black.

Avigail Bergman and Hadley Shapiro.

Eric and Rhona Ellerine.

Banie and Lizelle Claasen.

Roxanne and John Smit.
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The all-new
S E D A N 2 0 1 6

CALLING ALL HONDA OWNERS
COME OVER THE MOUNTAIN AND VISIT US AT HONDA BEDFORDVIEW
Corner Allum & York Road

ON THE SHOWROOM FLOOR NOW AT HONDA BEDFORDVIEW

Vehicle Finance subject to approval and applicable Terms & Conditions. Limited Stock Available - Offer valid for 2016 or for as long as stocks last.
Price is based on standard model specifications only and excludes available extras. Prices quoted exclude finance charges, on the road and delivery costs.

HONDA BEDFORDVIEW
Tel: 010 593 2866   I   www.hondabedfordview.co.za   I   Cnr Allum Road & York Road, Bedfordview

SERVICE
        SPECIAL

Go to www.hondabedfordview.co.za
or call (010) 593 2866 to book a service!

Includes
Driver to take you home or
to your o�ce

PRESENT THIS AD TO RECEIVE
10% OFF YOUR SERVICE

ON NEW CARS!Fantastic Specials
NOW WITH R15 000

ASSISTANCE

NOW WITH R25 000
ASSISTANCE

NOW WITH R35 000
ASSISTANCE

Fairmount:
George Ave, Sandringham

Johannesburg
Fax: 011 849-3027

Additional Branches:
Bedfordview • Benoni • Germiston • Mondeor

•  Affordable Hearing 
Aids for Pensioners

• 2 Year Warranty

• No Follow-Up Charges

• Latest Technology

•  Small and Discreet 
Hearing Aids

•  Extensive Wireless 
Communication 
Portfolio Available

•  Supplements for 
Tinnitus, treatment 
approved by the 
American ENT 
association

CONTACT US: (011) 849-6256

We are preferred providers 
for all members of

Frank Solomon Hearing Centre
FREE hearing screen TEST

We are preferred providers 

Open on Sundays 
09h30 to 13h00

ANDREW DUNN
CEO, RICHMARK HOLDINGS

This was Andrew Dunn’s  speech at the Jewish 
Achiever Awards banquet.

“On behalf of Richmark and all our Jewish partners, 
friends and clients, it is a great privilege to be able 
to present the Jewish Achiever Award for Art, Sport, 
Science and Culture.

“When my chairman, Gavin Varejes, kindly asked me 
to present this award, he failed to warn me that I would 
need to make a speech and address a room filled with 
representatives of a culture, a religion, a nation of the 
greatest past, present and future leaders in literally 
every field measured by mankind. 

“Our esteemed guest John Smit would no doubt 
refer to this as a hospital pass of biblical proportions. 
And I might add, not being Jewish puts me at a serious 
disadvantage. What could I possibly say to a room of 
overachievers on the grandest of scales!

“On August 15 the Jewish population of South Africa 
celebrated their 175th anniversary of communal life 
in this beautiful country we all call home. No race will 
ever be able to replicate the enormous contribution 
you have made to both the South African and the world 
skylines. Of this I am sure.

“In preparing for this daunting talk, I have been 
humbled by the findings of my research. The computer 
I use was founded by Michael Dell, the search engine 
was jointly founded by Larry Page and Sergey Brin, the 
social media platforms of WhatsApp, Facebook and 
YouTube were founded by Jan Koum, Mark Zuckerberg 
and Susan Wojcicki respectively. 

“Add to this the immeasurable contribution to 
television, film and video with the likes of Columbia 
Pictures, Universal, DreamWorks, 20th Century Fox… 

the list and fields go on and on.
“Growing up we shopped at Pick n Pay, frequented 

Nandos, insured with Liberty, holidayed at Sun 
City… sang and danced to the music of Johnny Clegg, 
admired the artwork of Irma Stern and William 
Kentridge, watched in awe as Shaun Tomson shredded 
up the coastline and became South Africa’s only surfing 
world champion. In 1995 I celebrated with 40 million 
fellow South Africans thanks to the magic of Joel 
Stransky and later that evening thanks to Meyer Kahn - 
all blissfully unaware of just how much my everyday life 
was made possible and better by the Jewish community 
of South Africa. 

“At this stage of writing I found myself at a loss 
for words… I could only shudder to think that if that 
relatively small group of refugees fleeing persecution 
in Eastern Europe had not chosen South Africa as their 
new home, how different our landscape would be today.

“One hundred and seventy-five years later, these 
very same families and offspring, making up a mere 
total of 75 000 people, have become South Africa’s 
Nobel laureates, sports heroes, Struggle icons, 
Constitutional Court jurists, artists, musicians, 
doctors, entrepreneurs, academics, industrialists…

“Furthermore, with around 0,002 per cent of the 
worldwide population, more than 20 per cent of all 
Nobel Prizes have been awarded to Jews. And let us 
not forget that of the 10 Nobel Prizes won by our 
South African citizens, five were awarded to Jewish 
South Africans - four in the field of science and one for 
literature. 

“To the Jewish community of South Africa please 
take a bow… all South Africans will forever be in awe 
and indebted to you.”

All South Africans owe a debt of 
gratitude to our Jewish community

I could only shudder to think that 

if that relatively small group of 

refugees fleeing persecution in 

Eastern Europe had not chosen 

South Africa as their new home, 

how different our landscape 

would be today.

PRESENT INSTORE FOR A FURTHER 5% OFF

ROOF PAINTS
PURE ACRYLIC 
UV RESISTANT

Bramley – 575 Louis Botha Avenue (Off Corlett)
SECURE PARKING AVAILABLE

TEL: (011) 440-1070/1

www.universalpaints.co.za

TOP QUALITY PAINTS DIRECT FROM THE FACTORY

R69500 – 20 litre
Standard colours

R79500 – 20 litre
Green colours

!

Tel: (011) 430-1980

south africanJewish Report

we want
your advertising
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Heather and Gavin Ellis

David Cohen: Tarryn, Arnold; Tessa and Ashleigh Forman

Chris and Kumari Moodley

Carol Levin and Ray LevinMargott and David Hodnett

Marlene Bethlehem and John Smit

Matthew and Britt Hughes.

Stephen Koseff and Andrew Dunn.

Greg Ginsberg and family           Garron and Lisa Chaitowitz            Heidi and Howard Feldman

Lynn Michelle Joffe and Creatrix Team

Lisa and Greg Solomon

Donovan and Michelle Smith.Rabbi Goldman, Howard Sackstein and Rabbi Shishler

David Zidel, Ivor J. Heiburger, Jeff Zidel, Darren Zidel; Ian Zidel;  and Ivor Polo Roy and Sandra Ross and with Happy and Eric 
Ralinana  

Daniel and Lauren Levy 

Keren Liebmann and Liza Essers
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Jonathan and Cindy Herring; Yvonne and Ronnie Kaplan; 
and Dina Diamond.

Sharon Wapnick and Frank Kramer.

Eric Samson, Mike Metz; and David 
Hodnett.

Marlene Bethlehem and Shaun Tomson.

Happy Ralinala,;Jeff Zidel and Dionne 
Ellerine Hirschowitz.

Selma Browde and George Bizos.

Danny K; Barry Taitz and Marius De La Rey.

Dawn Nathan-Jones; Johanna Makoki 
and Dorianne Weil.

Benjy and Amanda Porter; Johanna 
Mukoki and Benjy Shulman.

Raymond and Kim Goss.

Tali Nates, Judge Sharise Weiner and 
Martin Lydall.

Eric Samson; Stephen Kosseff; Leon Cohen; and Geoff Rothschild.

Gil Oved, Greg Blend and Ran Neu-Ner.

Danielle and Richard Rovetti.

PERCELIA PHARMACY
MONDAY – THURSDAY 

8:30am – 6:00pm
FRIDAY 

8:30am – 4:30pm
SATURDAY: Closed

SUNDAY 
9:00am – 1:00pm

Tel: (011) 640-4321/31 
percelia@medicarepharmacies.co.za

SAVOY PHARMACY
MONDAY – FRIDAY 
8:30am – 7:00pm

SATURDAY 
9:00am – 2:00pm

SUNDAY & PUBLIC HOLIDAYS 
9:00am – 1:00pm

Tel: (011) 885-1200/1 
savoy@medicarepharmacies.co.za

Please support our 
newspaper advertisers

The successful applicant should:
y   Understand and embrace the ethos of the King David 

schools
y   Be passionate about Jewish education and the Jewish 

community
y  Have excellent reporting and presentation skills
y   Have previous experience in marketing and/or fund raising
y   Have an understanding of finance, corporate governance 

and stakeholder requirements
y  Have good interpersonal and communication skills
y  Have efficient organisation capabilities
y  Be a person of high integrity
y  Have the ability to work well under pressure
y  Be energetic and creative
y  Be confident and an urgency to ‘getting the job done’
y   Be enthusiastic about creating new strategies for 

fundraising

The South African Board of Jewish Education  
invites application for the position of

The SABJE reserves the right  
to interview only short-listed candidates.

A Curriculum Vitae with a letter of motivation and several references 

can be submitted to Sheryl Koseff at koseffs@sabje.co.za

Closing date for applications:  Friday 9th September 2016

FUNDRAISING DIRECTOR OF THE  
KING DAVID SCHOOLS FOUNDATION
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ANT KATZ

What should Johannesburgers expect from the 
Louis Botha Avenue Corridor? Where and when 
will it be happening? What about the unique needs 
of the large Jewish population in the area? Many 
questions are answered; some remain unanswered 
at this stage. 

In Jewish Report’s series on the Louis Botha Cor-
ridor, this week the paper pose readers’ questions 
to the Johannesburg Development Agency (JDA).

The JDA has been planning to hold a public 
meeting on the issue, says the city’s Senior De-
velopment Manager, Siyabonga Genu. It has been 
slightly delayed due to the city’s change of man-
agement, from the ANC to the DA et al, but Genu 
told Jewish Report this change is not expected to 
result in any changes to the masterplan for the 
city, as all political parties have rallied behind the 
project. 

With the new Executive Mayoral Management 
Team now in place, Genu plans to schedule a 
public meeting to be attended by the requisite new 
city fathers.

“We are looking at the pedestrian walkways to 
the stations,” Genu told SAJR, “as we realise we 
are going to have to upgrade the pavements within 
a radius of one kilometre of the stations.” This is 
one of the key issues the city wants to discuss with 
residents living in the area.

Another is: “We want input from the Jew-
ish community due to their high walking traffic 
needs” which cover Shabbos and chagim. One of 
the reasons is the importance of the needs of the 
observant community who may need to cross Louis 
Botha, but cannot press buttons to stop traffic at 
intersections. 

Genu has promised to advise Jewish Report as 
soon as the meeting is set, but he expects it could 
happen as soon as next week. JR Online will keep 
you updated so keep checking with our website - 
www.sajr.co.za 

The timeline - what to expect…
STATION CONSTRUCTION: The first station will be 
built on the corner of Louis Botha Avenue and Louis 
Road, at the intersection where Pick n Pay is, and 
construction is set to begin the first week of Octo-
ber. This will eventually link to the East/West Rea 
Vaya Bus Rapid Transit System line to Rosebank. 
The stations will all be “closed”, which means that 
one will not be able to access the enclosed board-
ing platforms without an access card or ticket.

END OF MAJOR ROADWORKS: Genu says the 
JDA is aiming for this to be completed by February 
2017. This target date applies specifically to the 
non-Bus Rapid Transit (BRT or Rea Vaya) infrastruc-
ture and stations.

LAUNCH DATE OF THE BRT: The expected launch 
of the Rea Vaya bus service is July 2018.

THE ROUTE EAST: Genu says the current planning 
is for this to now run along London Road at the 
northern edge of Alexandra township. He confirmed 
that at this stage Ekurhuleni Metro has put their 
plans to join the project on hold and therefore 
Johannesburg will build the route up to the N3 
motorway and be ready, should Ekurhuleni choose 
to join at a later stage. 

ADDED STORMWATER ISSUES: The JDA realised 
last year that, while they are installing bulk storm-
water systems along Louis Botha Avenue as part of 
the project, they will still require additional services 
in the peripheral region - Patterson Park is one 
example.

“Money has been allocated in this financial 
year for planning an additional bulk stormwater 
upgrade,” says Genu, as well as additional funds 
for implementation next year, as an extension of the 
project.

• See more on our website

An early perspective drawing of the area where the first station on the Louis Botha Corridor will be 
built, starting in the first week of October. 

Louis Botha Corridor in full 
‘implementation mode’

ANT KATZ

Elaine Bobroff, wife of lawyer under-inves-
tigation, Ronald Bobroff, is believed to have 
joined her husband and son Darren and his 
family in Australia where the two Bobroffs 
high-tailed it to six months ago when the 
heat was turned on them in South Africa 
for alleged Road Accident Fund trans-
gressions. It is not clear whether Elaine - 
charges against her had been dropped - will 
return to South Africa.

New reports surfaced this week that the 
suspended Bobroff father and son may have 
continued to take on new cases in South 
Africa, while living in Australia. 

This week Moneyweb published an exclu-
sive story on how the agency had trapped 
Ronald Bobroff - whose website is still run-
ning - and showed the paper-trail they had 
used to entrap him. A fictitious enquiry was 
sent via the Robert Bobroff and Partners 
website (which the Law Society says should 
not exist) by a fictitious new claimant 
Moneyweb had set up, called “Mandi Lot-
tering”.

The fake mail-trail led a Bobroff family 
member who replied. The next mail came 

from Ronald himself, typed all in capitals 
- so possibly written by him personally - 
in which he tells her how she should act 
and says that another well-known Johan-
nesburg attorney would contact her. This 
lawyer has since denied any involvement. 

But the Law Society of the Northern 
Provinces (LSNP) is not taking the new 
Moneyweb revelations lying down. Thinus 
Grobler, director of the LSNP, said this 
week: “The Law Society has, with concern, 
noted the facts relating to the continued 
use of the Ronald Bobroff & Partners web-
site by suspended attorneys, Ronald and 
Darren Bobroff.”

Grobler added: “This issue will certainly 
be followed up by the Law Society in liaison 
with the curator (of the company).”

While a slew of investigations is said to 
have revealed over R1 billion in “misap-
propriated, missing or underpaid funds to 
clients” and “massive tax evasion, fraud 
and money-laundering” charges are being 
consolidated, the investigations are far 
from over yet. 

Estelle Veldsman, an attorney who works 
on members’ affairs at the LSNP, has been 
appointed spokesman on the Bobroff case. 
Asked about the new allegations that the 
Bobroffs are practising, using their web-
site and seemingly being assisted by local 
parties, Veldsman told Jewish Report on 
Tuesday: “We have addressed enquiries in 
this regard and getting legal advice.”

She said that winding up the Bobroff 
matter was a massive task. A dedicated 
curators’ team at the LSNP have the experi-
ence and the manpower to do so, but the 
curators were still receiving between 120 
and 180 e-mails a day. “We have had over  

Law Society looking whether Bobroffs are practising in SA ‘by proxy’

4 600 e-mails since mid-July” she said, “and 
that does not even include the phone calls.”

Veldsman says the Bobroff father-and-
son pair were not allowed to act as attor-
neys in South Africa as they are currently 
suspended from the roll of attorneys. 

The Bobroffs were the subject of a long-
running case which attempted to have them 

disbarred when, just prior to Easter, they 
did a runner to Australia - after telling the 
Hawks investigative unit they would hand 
themselves over to them for questioning, 
after the weekend.

The judgment against them was already 
being considered when the pair absconded, 
says Veldsman, but on March 23 the LSNP 
brought an urgent application to have the 
business placed under the control of an 
LSNP-appointed curator. 

On April 26, the order suspending the 
Bobroffs from the Roll of Attorneys was 
granted and the “Striking off Application” 
has been set down for a hearing on Decem-
ber 6.

•  Read more about this on Jewish Report 
Online.

New reports surfaced this 
week that the suspended 
Bobroff father and son 
may have continued to 
take on new cases in 
South Africa, while living 
in Australia. 

The Bobroff father-and-
son pair were not allowed 
to act as attorneys in 
South Africa as they are 
currently suspended from 
the roll of attorneys. 
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Offers valid till 7 September ‘16
or  while stocks last

E&OE. IMAGES MAY DIFFER FROM ACTUAL PRODUCT

Easy
meals for
Shabbas

OROS
LIGHT ORANGE

SQUASH

2699
2l

TARTRAZINE

FREE

MEHADRIN
BRAAI PACK

5999
/kg

POMILIA
CHOPPED &

PEELED TOMATOES
IN TOMATO JUICE

1399
400g

RHODES
TOMATO PASTE

599
100g

SERENA PASTA
RIGATE & GNOCCHI

1799
500g

DAVID BILCHITZ

The riches of a community can be determined by 
the quality of its young people. If the panel I chaired 
at Limmud Johannesburg is anything to go by, the 
future of the South African Jewish community is in 
good hands. 

One of the central values of the Limmud organi-
sation is the value it places on the rich diversity of 
Jews. Being different is often particularly difficult 
for young people growing up: on the one hand, 
there are personal struggles for some to work out 
their own identities; on the other hand, many social 
pressures make it difficult to stand out. 

Sheryl Benjamin, a legendary maths teacher in 
the Jewish community and a long-standing Lim-
mud volunteer, organised a panel of five young 
people who were asked to speak about their own 
Jewish journeys, as well as the struggles and chal-
lenges they faced in the community. 

Joey Avinir began by explaining his own herit-
age which involved Malay, German and Jewish 
dimensions. He spoke about the experience of being 
mixed race within King David and how he had been 
the subject of racial slurs from some of his peers.

He refused to let race define him. He identified as 
a “spiritual atheist” and, while he did not believe in 
formal religion, he was particularly attracted to the 
warm, communal dimension of being Jewish. 

Matthew Gordon, on the other hand, strongly 
identifies as religiously observant. At school, he also 
came out as openly gay. He was often asked how he 
reconciles these two facets of his identity. 

Matthew, however, stated that he sees no con-
tradiction between these two and that his sexual 
orientation in no way affects his religious identity. 
He also had a positive experience at King David 
when he came out, with general acceptance from his 
peers and teachers. 

Jaydon Krok found himself under attack for 
expressing leftwing views on the Palestinian-Israeli 
conflict. He spoke out against the fact that many 
facets of the Jewish community appear to be closed 
to a diverse range of opinions and wish to marginal-

ise those who feel a connection to Israel but express 
criticism of the Israeli government.

He too mentioned the fact that there seem to be 
unspoken assumptions that bright Jewish students 
should be actuarial scientists and accountants 
rather than exploring the entire spectrum of career 
opportunities. 

Joshua Sehoole grew up as a Christian and found 
that he could not accept many of the doctrines. 
He began exploring other religions and describes 
his discovery of Judaism as “love at first sight”. He 
embarked on a process of study and practice and, 
despite the opposition of his parents, he decided to 
convert to Judaism. He has never looked back and 
has found a comfortable home within the Progres-
sive Jewish community. 

Last but not least was Gavriel Dirmeik who had 
been very religiously observant and attended the 
Hirsch Lyons School. He had, however, decided 
as he entered his teenage years to go to Crawford. 
While Crawford was expressly committed to the 
acceptance of religious diversity, he had found there 
were many social pressures to reduce his level of 
religious practice. 

He had now taken off his kippah and was grap-
pling with what level of religious observance he was 
comfortable with. 

Each of the panellists fielded a number of ques-
tions from each other and the audience. Each ques-
tion provided a number of rich insights from these 
perceptive young people. Many panellists agreed 
with the importance of schools and other Jewish 
communal institutions becoming more accepting of 
diversity. 

The standing ovation at the end of the session 
demonstrated the appreciation of the audience for 
the authenticity and integrity of each of the panel-
lists. Hearing their stories highlighted the fact that 
for young and old alike, there is a warm, welcoming 
and embracing space at Limmud Johannesburg. 

•  David Bilchitz chaired the panel on which this article is 
based. He is a professor at the University of Johannes-
burg and chairman of Limmud International. 

Multi-coloured quilt of community: 
Young Jews speak out 

Gavriel Dirmeik; Joey Avinir; David Bilchitz (moderator); Jaydon Krok; Sheryl Benjamin (who organised the 
panel); Matthew Gordon; and Joshua Sehoole. 

STAFF REPORTER

There was a capacity attendance at Monday 
evening’s function at Beyachad, where 
Rabbi David Rosen spoke about the ex-
traordinary revolution in Jewish-Catholic 
relations that has taken place over the past 
50 years. 

One of the world’s foremost Jewish 
leaders in the field of interfaith relations, 
Rabbi Rosen was in the country last week 
to participate in the 50th anniversary com-
memorations of Nostra Aetate, a landmark 
declaration in which the Church decisively 
turned its back on more than 15 centuries 
of anti-Semitic dogma and embarked on a 
new era of outreach to and friendship with 
the Jewish people. In recent decades, he has 
been at the forefront of ongoing efforts to 
build bridges of friendship and understand-
ing between the two faiths, for which work 
he has been recognised by, inter alia, being 
awarded a Papal knighthood by the Vatican. 

Rabbi Rosen felt that world Jewry had 

yet to grasp the full significance of the 
Church’s transformation in terms of how it 
views not only Jews and Judaism, but the 
State of Israel. 

Previously, Jewish suffering and humili-
ation was attributed to their heinous crime 
of “Deicide” and rejection of the true mes-
sage of Christianity, resulting in their being 
rejected in turn by G-d and their “Chosen” 
status inherited by Christendom, the “New 
Israel”.

Now, in place of the doctrine of super-
session and theological justification of 
anti-Semitism, Catholics were being taught 
that the validity of Judaism as a faith was 
unquestionable, that the Covenant between 
G-d and the Jewish people had never been 
abrogated and that anti-Semitism itself was 
un-Christian. 

From being objects of opprobrium, 
considered literally to be in league with 
the Devil, Jewry had been described as 
the “dearly beloved elder brother of the 
Church” by the late Pope John Paul II. 
“There is nothing comparable in history to 
this,” Rabbi Rosen commented. 

With regard to Zionism and Israel, a 
similarly dramatic shift had taken place 
in Catholic thinking. This was despite the 
reality that the Vatican had to proceed cau-
tiously in this area for fear of antagonising 
the Arab states and thereby put Christian 
minorities living there in danger. 

Rabbi Rosen related how Theodor 
Herzl had been told by Pope Pius X that the 
Church would never recognise Jewish sov-
ereignty in the Holy Land until such time 
as Jews recognised the Christian Saviour. 
Today, the Vatican had solid diplomatic 
relations with Israel and was staunchly op-
posed to attempts to delegitimise it. 

Rabbi Rosen recounted how Pope John 
XXIII had spearheaded these epochal shifts 

in Church thinking and how his successors, 
in particular John Paul VI, Benedict XVI 
and the present Pope Francis, had contin-
ued his legacy.

In response to a question as to why the 
Vatican was apparently so silent on the per-
secution of Christians in the Middle East 
and elsewhere, he said that in fact a great 
deal was being said and done, but little of 
this found its way into the mainstream 
media. 

Within Israel, Christianity was flourish-
ing, but it had also to be acknowledged that 
Jewish extremists had been guilty of anti-
Christian attacks.     

Rabbi Rosen was introduced by SAJBD 
Gauteng Council Chairman Shaun Zagnoev, 
while Gauteng Council member David Co-
hen gave the thanks and closing remarks.   

Catholics now see Jewry 
as ‘dearly beloved elder 
brother of Church’
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MARGOT COHEN

The opening of an exhibition by leading Lithuanian contemporary 
artists, exploring the Jewish cultural influence on Vilnius, the 
capital, revealed great interest in past times. It is titled Zakhor,  the 
Hebrew word for “remember”.

The event took place at the Johannesburg Holocaust and 
Genocide Centre (JH&GC) this week. An introduction was given by 
Lithuanian Ambassador Sigute Jakstonyte,  who said that since 
the exhibition opened a year ago in Vilnius, it has travelled to 
Berlin, Cape Town, and will then move on to Tel Aviv and Buenos 
Aires.

Vilnius is a multicultural city and this has been shown by the 
artists. Their vision of the city shows that it was once a world 
centre hub of Jewish learning and one of the largest Eastern 
European Jewish, religious and cultural hubs.

Prior to the Holocaust there were some 200 000 Jews in 
Lithuania; now there are 5 000. Tali Nates, director of the JH&GC 
said the Jews were “an amputated” group. Of more than 100 

synagogues that existed before the war, only a single one remains 
intact. However, it is functioning and there is even  a Jewish 
school.

The connection to South Africa is very real, said Nates, pointing 
out that most of the European Jews who immigrated to South 
Africa during the period 1880 - 1930, had come from Baltic states 
like Lithuania and Latvia.

Martynas Taujanskas, Third Secretary at the Lithuanian Em-
bassy, described the many fascinating buildings in Vilnius,  dating 
back to the 12th century. There are examples of Gothic, Baroque 
and Classic architecture,   he said.

Pictures of the narrow cobbled streets and seeing the faded 
Yiddish on the walls of the Ghetto houses was for many who 
attended the opening of Zakhor, very moving. The exhibition is on 
for a month.

Lithuania is now a member of the European Union and of Nato 
since 2004. “Our function is to build bilateral relations politically, 
culturally and economically with South Africa” said Taujanskas. 
The Lithuanian Embassy opened in South Africa a year ago.

Lithuanian art exhibition is travelling 
far and wide

Vivienne Frank admires one of 

fascinating pictures at the opening 

of Zakhor this week. Lithuanian Ambassador Sigut 
Jakstonyte and Martynas Taujanskas, her  third secretary, at the opening of Zakhor this week, with Tali Nates (centre).

MOIRA SCHNEIDER
CAPE TOWN

The Jewish community has a 
moral responsibility to promote 
transformation and optimism is 
critical for the ability to thrive. 
These were the take-home mes-
sages from a panel discussion 
titled “Thrive or Survive - Em-
bracing Change in our Time”, at 
the SAJBD Cape Conference last 
Sunday.

Lisa Klein, head of M & A at 
Discovery Limited, spoke of a 
negativity bias as opposed to an 
optimism bias. “Our biases deter-
mine the way we see the world, 
the decisions and the choices we 
make,” she ssaid.

The negative narrative por-
trayed South Africa as being “on 
the edge of a precipice”, whereas 
the “optimistic picture” acknowl-
edged the “other” South Africa. 
“Our achievements since 1994 
have been quite remarkable,” she 
added.

“People forget the ANC inher-
ited a virtually bankrupt state and 
turned it around. We have a vi-
brant democracy with four major 
metros controlled by the Opposi-
tion, an independent judiciary, a 
brilliant Public Protector and a 
free press.”

Regarding the Jewish commu-
nity, the narrative went that it 
was getting poorer, people were 
emigrating and that it was a dying 

community. On the contrary, she 
said. There was “real wealth” in 
the community, noting that 17 per 
cent of the country’s GDP comes 
from Jewish-led companies. 

The emigration rate was one to 
two per cent a year, a figure that 
remained constant “and we have 
built amazing institutions. The 
probability is that the community 
is here to stay.

“Choose the optimism bias!” she 
exhorted the audience, appealing 
for engagement as “active citi-
zens”.   

Alana Baranov, vice-president 

of the Council of KwaZulu-Natal 
Jewry, noted that the country’s 
transformation remained incom-
plete. “Inequalities need to be 
urgently addressed alongside the 
entrenched attitudes of bigotry.

“Our community, with its posi-
tion of privilege due in many ways 
to the legacy of apartheid, has a 
moral responsibility to use all the 
resources at our disposal to ad-
dress these issues.” 

Yaron Weisenbacher, a 27-year-
old, said that starting a coffee 
shop two years ago had opened his 
eyes to the South African reality. 

“I learned about employees and 
how hard it was for them living 
on R3 500 a month - the speaker 
next to my bed cost that!” he 
exclaimed.

“I started learning their lan-
guage 10 months ago and I live in 
a different South Africa. The reac-
tion I’m having is totally different 
to what I received before - just 
saying ‘Hello’ to somebody in their 
language. 

“As Jews in this country, we 
need to teach our children to talk 
to other South African children.”  

On a point from the floor by 

Claudia Braude regarding the 
alienation by the community of 
those with left-wing views on 
the Israeli-Palestinian situation, 
Baranov stressed the need for 
unity in diversity and respect for 
differing opinions, which would 
make for a “much stronger com-
munity. There needs to be an open 
and honest conversation on these 
topics as well,” she said. 

Picking up on the theme, Rabbi 
David Rosen, who was the keynote 
speaker at the conference, com-
mented that it had been wonder-
ful to have been part of Limmud, 
which he described as “a paradigm 
for the kind of diversity that 
should exist in a community.

“What’s good for the Palestin-
ians mustn’t be considered to be 
bad for Israel and vice versa,” he 
said, referring to a “tendency to 
adopt a zero sum approach” to the 
situation. 

“Tolerance is not enough to 
thrive. We need to be able to see 
‘the other’ not as a threat but as 
an enrichment,” he added, conced-
ing that this was a challenge. “We 
in Israel need to see that as well.” 

Rabbi Rosen, a world figure in 
interfaith relations, presented 
Gwynne Robins with an interfaith 
award. Lester Hoffman, treasurer 
of the Cape Board, described her 
work promoting interreligious 
understanding as having been 
“pivotal” to the success of the 
Cape Town Interfaith Initiative. 

Bottle is still half full in SA, land of opportunities
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Panellists Yaron Weisenbacher; Lisa Klein; Alana Baranov; and guest speaker Rabbi David Rosen at the Cape Board 
Conference last Sunday.

World News in Brief

Abbas: Palestinians ready 
to join peace initiative
PARIS - The Palestinians are ready to participate in 
a peace initiative, the office of Palestinian Authority 
President Mahmoud Abbas has said.

“We are ready to participate in any regional 
or international initiative with the objective of a 
comprehensive and fair solution,” the president’s 
spokesman, Nabil Abu Rudeina, said in a statement, 
the French news agency AFP reported on Monday.

The statement comes amid unconfirmed reports 
that Russian President Vladimir Putin is arranging a 
meeting between Abbas and Israeli Prime Minister 
Benjamin Netanyahu.

The Kremlin could not confirm such a meeting, 
AFP reported.

The Israeli news website Ynet reported last 
Sunday that an Abbas-Netanyahu meeting under the 
auspices of Putin would take place around October, 
citing unnamed Israeli and Palestinian officials.

The Palestinians favour the French peace initiative 
launched in June at a one-day summit in Paris of 
foreign ministers from two dozen countries aimed 
at rebooting peace talks between the Israelis and 
Palestinians, who were not invited to the event. The 
ministers proposed an international conference to 
further talks between the two sides by the end of the 
year without setting a date.

Israel has baulked at the initiative, saying it 
enables the Palestinians to continue to avoid the 
direct talks Israel wants and compromise.

Abbas and Netanyahu last met officially in 2010, 
but it is believed that since then they have held 
secret meetings. - (JTA)

Demonstration by Polish 
soccer fans features 
burning Jews in effigy
LODZ - Several dozen soccer fans in Poland hung a 
banner containing anti-Semitic language at a train 
station in Lodz at a demonstration that featured the 
burning of Jews in effigy.

Approximately 50 men were photographed on 
a bridge at 

the Lodz Kaliska station on August 26 with a banner 
reading “19.08, today the Jews got a name. Let 
them burn”, followed by an obscenity, the Gazeta 
Wyborcza newspaper reported.

The message referenced to the Lodz team, which 
was founded in 1908 and many Poles associate 
with Jews because of the rich Jewish history of 
Lodz. The city in central Poland had a large Jewish 
population before the Holocaust, partly because it 
was a capital of the local textile industry.

The fans, some wearing balaclavas, set fire to at 
least three puppets hanging from the bridge and 
are understood to symbolise burning Jews.

Police are looking for the demonstrators, who 
are suspected of incitement to racial hatred and 

intimidation, the daily 
reported. - (JTA)
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A column of the Chevrah Kadisha

Every year we hold a Long Ser-
vice Awards ceremony for staff 
across the Chev. The recognition 
is awarded at five-year intervals, 
beginning after five years of 
service and continuing up to 35 
years and beyond.    

There is no doubt that it takes 
a specific quality of character 
and considerable competence 
and loyalty to hold a position 
for 20 years and more. It is in-
dicative of the individuality and 
uniqueness of each person and 
suggests staying-power and the 
flexibility to adapt to change.  

Many long-servers have 
advanced up the ranks over time 
- from care workers to nurses 
to nursing managers and from kitchen workers to chefs and 
catering managers - but some have been content to remain in 
the positions they have always held, as professionals in their 
fields, accumulating experience and expertise. 

As I and my fellow Exco members hand out the award 
certificates, I am always humbled by the thought of how much 
knowledge and skill has accumulated over that period of time 
in a specific position.

Not only that, but also by how much change some of these 
people have seen over the years - changes in management, in 
medical treatment techniques, in psycho-social philosophies 
and policy-making.  

We all know that change is constant and inevitable and that, 
paradoxically, there is nothing new under the sun. The point is 
that nothing stands still.

Long-servers are particularly deserving of recognition and 
special appreciation in today’s fast-paced, changing world 
where people are quick to change jobs in pursuit of new op-
portunities and cutting-edge advances.   

Developing staff loyalty is a major challenge for HR teams 
everywhere as it reduces the costs associated with recruitment, 
induction, training and familiarising newcomers with the 
company culture.  

That is one of the reasons the Chev has instituted a vibrant, 
multi-faceted culture campaign over the past four years. When 
employees are deciding whether or not to change companies 
they are undoubtedly also looking for signs that they are ap-
preciated.

I have noticed a particularly encouraging trend again this 
year: the largest percentage of longest-serving awards (20 
years and over) are invariably handed out to our medical and 
clinical staff.    

These professionals have amassed a wealth of training and 
proficiency with which they competently serve the commu-
nity. They are dedicated to the Chev’s cause and I sleep well 
at night confident in the high calibre of our doctors, nurses, 
care-workers and rehabilitation therapists. We are all fortunate 
to have and retain them.      

May our partnership continue to thrive!   
feedback@jhbchev.co.za

Dedicated to the cause

This column is paid for by the Chevrah Kadisha

 Partners in 
Chesed

Michael Sieff

This year’s Limmud festival has just 
concluded, with well-attended programmes 
in Cape Town, Johannesburg and Durban. 
As in previous years, Board members, both 
professional staff and lay leaders, featured 
on the programmes at all three centres, 
either as speakers or panellists. 

The Board’s Communications 
Department was also once again 
responsible for publicising the event and 
obtaining wider media coverage for some of 
its distinguished international speakers. 

An annual festival of Jewish learning, 
culture and debate Limmud has injected 
an added dimension of vibrancy into our 
communal life since its introduction in 
South Africa some 10 years ago. 

The SAJBD has been an enthusiastic 
supporter of the initiative from the outset. 
We fully endorse Limmud’s stated aims of 
providing “safe spaces” allowing for the full 
range of opinion on the issues of the day to 

be expressed and respectfully debated. 
We may disagree, but must always 

be prepared to speak, and listen to one 
another. Limmud’s goals are admirable 
ones. In order for them to be fully achieved, 
every participant must be afforded due 
courtesy and consideration, both by the 
audience and by those speaking on the 
same panel.

Those responsible for organising 
Limmud’s programmes have a particular 
duty in this regard and should lead by 
example. 

Building bridges
A number of other positive community 
events have taken place over the past 
week, among them the annual SA Jewish 
Achiever Awards, Cycalive and various 
functions involving Rabbi David Rosen, 
who as explained last week, was brought 
to South Africa to participate in the 50th 

anniversary commemoration 
of the Catholic Church’s 
ground-breaking Nostra Aetate 
declaration.  What all of these 
events had in common was 
that all were to a greater or 
lesser extent about building 
bridges of friendship and 
understanding, both within 
and outside the Jewish 
community. 

In Cape Town the Board, in 
conjunction with the Green 
& Sea Point Congregation, 
hosted a conversation between 
Rabbi Rosen and Bishop 
Graham Rose, moderated by 
Rabbi Dov Wineberg. 

Our Durban branch, in 
conjunction with the KwaZulu-Natal Zionist 
Council, Religions for Peace and other faith 
communities, held a Nostra Aetate function 

at the Durban Jewish Centre, 
where Rabbi Rosen spoke and 
representatives from a range 
of religious faith groups gave 
messages. 

On Monday at Beyachad, 
Rabbi Rosen spoke to a 
capacity audience about 
the Catholic Church’s 
extraordinary transformation 
from an institution implacably 
antagonistic towards the 
Jewish people as a matter 
of religious dogma to one 
committed to promoting 
respect for and friendship with 
what it today considers to be a 
“beloved elder brother”.   

•  Listen to Charisse Zeifert on Jewish Board 
Talk, 101.9 ChaiFM every Friday 12:00 - 13:00

A column of the SA Jewish Board of Deputies

Limmud and the ‘Broad Tent’ philosophy

This column is paid for by the SA Jewish Board of Deputies

Above Board
Jeff Katz

National Chairman

This column is paid for by the SA Jewish Board of Deputies
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When Rivonia Trialist and ANC freedom 
fighter Denis Goldberg - who spent 22 years in 
jail for anti-apartheid activism - told a packed 
auditorium at Limmud last weekend that too 
many good people in the ANC had been silent 
for too long about President Jacob Zuma’s 
anti-democratic behaviour and “now we are 
speaking out”, he evoked enthusiastic applause.

Goldberg was “optimistic” about the 
country’s future and lauded the establishment 
of democracy. But he was scathing about the 
ANC, of which he had been a member for most 
of his life, and “not sure [it] could restore itself 
as the upholder of democracy”.

Several sessions at Limmud - the 10th since 
its founding in 2007 - at Johannesburg’s 
Indaba Hotel addressed contemporary South 
African issues and Jews’ place within it, in 
addition to numerous other debates about 
Jewish identity, spirituality, history, arts, 
culture, and Israel, presented by local and 
international speakers.

Goldberg was part of a panel called “The 
State of the Nation”, which included former 
Reserve Bank Governor Tito Mboweni, who 
stressed the need for vigorous defence of 
democratic institutions such as the Public 
Protector, the courts and the media. 

For Mboweni, a disappointing failure of 
post-apartheid South Africa was the lack of 
social integration. Rich and poor, and black and 
white, he said, still lived largely in the separate 
areas they inhabited during apartheid. 

On the economic front, he punted the idea 
of making Johannesburg an international 
financial centre by removing exchange controls 
and other financial hindrances. 

In another session, political analyst Steven 
Friedman said the recent local government 
elections had decisively shifted South Africa 
into a positive era of competitive politics. He 
pointed to important implications for the 
Jewish community, who needed to get rid 
of two patronising myths: The assumption 

among many Jews and other whites that South 
African masses do not vote rationally; and 
that the ANC, which seemed to believe it was 
ordained to be in power forever, would not go 
peacefully into opposition.

The elections proved the opposite, he said. 
Indeed, the masses demonstrated that they 
understood clearly that the ANC, with whom 
they had strong emotional ties, had lost its 
moral compass, and voted accordingly by 
reducing support for it; and furthermore, the 
ANC adhered to democratic principles and 
went peacefully into opposition in key places 
such as Nelson Mandela Bay, Tshwane and 
Johannesburg. This showed, said Friedman 
enthusiastically, that “we are actually living in a 
functioning democracy!”

Finally, he warned, the huge economic 
divide between rich and poor in South Africa 
cannot continue if the country is to remain a 
functioning democracy, and all Jews needed to 
ask what they could do in their individual lives 
to help eliminate this divide. 

Other sessions on Africa included 
an insightful talk on rejuvenation of 
Johannesburg’s inner city with a Jewish 
twist to it by Lael Bethlehem, who has been 
professionally involved in this. The CBD’s 
decline from 1980 to 1990 was so severe that 
50 per cent of its commercial value was lost 
as businesses fled elsewhere. Today, however, 
creative entrepreneurship has put the inner 
city well on the way to recovery. 

Limmud 2016 was an unqualified success, in 
its range of topics and the number and calibre 
of participants. Sadly, some people in South 
African Jewry still refuse to have anything 
to do with it, claiming it contradicts Jewish 
religious principles, despite the intensive, open 
Jewish debates, the many kippah-wearing 
Jews who attend and the adherence to kashrut, 
Shabbat and other religious aspects. 

It is a great pity: the boycotters are missing 
out on excellent Jewish learning. Since its 
founding, Limmud’s trajectory has been 
ever upward, part of the growth of Limmud 
worldwide. If this year is anything to go by, 
Limmud 2017 will be even better.

•  Read Geoff Sifrin’s regular columns on his blog 
sifrintakingissue.wordpress.com

ANC stalwarts talk tough at 
Limmud

TAKING ISSUE

Geoff Sifrin

DANIEL SILKE 

It’s just got the feel of Groundhog Day. Reports 
of the possible arrest of Finance Minister 
Pravin Gordhan (pictured) this week are noth-
ing new. Conjecture about political interfer-
ence in Treasury has been part of our political 
discourse for almost a year. 

A possible replacement of a credible Finance 
Minister is once again a possibility. It’s all 
distressingly and depressingly familiar.  

Gordhan now finds himself under immense 
pressure. Put politics aside for the moment, he 
has a narrowing window of only a few months 
to attempt to stave off a dreaded ratings 
agency downgrade. He has been at pains to 
confess that concrete action in now required 
quickly to rescue the ailing economy and global 
perceptions. Time is fast running out.

So Gordhan has to crack the whip - if he still 
has one. And there’s the rub. Threats of immi-
nent criminal charges have one single purpose, 
namely to intimidate the most important 
Cabinet minister at the most critical time in 
our recent economic history.  

Gordhan’s desire to consolidate fiscal spend, 
undo patronage networks and rent-seeking, 
and fundamentally alter the ethically mori-
bund state of many of the core state-owned-
enterprises, threatens many used to years of 
privileges and perks. No wonder the man is 
under pressure. 

But it increasingly seems as though Gordhan 
is isolated. He certainly has received no vis-
ible support from President Jacob Zuma. In 
fact, the silence from the President is in itself 
deafening. This adds to the perception that the 
Hawks are being used as a proxy agency intent 
on doing the political bidding of factions seek-
ing to protect their turf.

These events also have to be seen in the con-
text of the ANC’s recent announcement that 
Zuma has taken control of parastatal (SOE) 
strategy. 

Again, perceptions of linkages between the 
President and the troublesome national airline 
(SAA) suggests that Gordhan’s efforts are be-
ing undermined. It’s a sorry state of political 
fiefdoms gone rogue with compromised leader-
ship impotent or just unwilling to restore good 
governance.

These risks are well-documented by the rat-
ings agencies. We cannot say we have not been 
warned that this untenable situation of our 
own doing is a key criterion for a downgrade. 

So Gordhan now has a stark choice. The 
forces against him are serious in attempting 
to rein him in. Whatever perks they wish to 
preserve, they threaten at worse, his longevity 
in office or at the very least, his ability to exert 
political will in taking rectifying actions.

Gordhan will have to weigh up these choices 
before him. With the backing of a substan-
tive portion of South African civil society, the 

business community and major factions within 
the ANC (and DA), he is not without a support 
base.

Given the gravitas of both his supporters - 
and his critical position as a bulwark against 
excess - he is not going to fold up and leave 
without a considerable fight. 

He is a canny operator with enough political 
savvy to fight levels of intimidation that most 
ordinary mortals would have found severely 
debilitating.

Gordhan’s supporters know the consequenc-
es of either his arrest or a forced resignation. 
There are no prizes for guessing that South 
Africa’s political credibility has been severely 
compromised in the past and sets itself up 
again for a compounded effect should he go. 

The country barely got a “get-out-of-jail” card 
after Nenegate, but a Gordhangate would leave 
us - and the currency - reeling. 

Whoever his replacement would be and no 
matter how talented, he would be tainted with 
the brush of political interference and being a 
lackey of those determined to get their hands 
on Treasury and the proverbial cookie jar. 

It’s a perception that even the most sophis-
ticated amount of political spin and PR won’t 
change. 

Any talented (but politically compromised 
successor) - of the likes of Brian Molefe - would 
face an immediate run on the rand, a likely 
downgrade and resultant onerous costs of bor-
rowing on financial markets.

No matter how populist any non-Gordhan 
administration might wish to be, money would 
simply cost more or not be available. Under 
such conditions, already creaking state coffers 
would have difficulty dolling out favourable 
salary increases to civil servants, resulting in 
political pressures already being felt.

So, for those who wish to protect the status 
quo - which may still include President Zuma 
- the best bet might be to hold Gordhan to 
ransom with pending charges yet keep his face 
on the door to the office to prevent a larger 
meltdown.

For Gordhan, this is a highly problematic 
scenario that is likely to make his job impossi-
ble to execute in any meaningful way. 

Gordhan therefore has to make a tough 
choice: capitulate to pressure or precipitate a 
governmental crisis by sticking to his guns. 
Either way, South Africa enters another sea of 
uncharted waters as differing factions weigh up 
their strengths and weaknesses. 

The Gordhan saga is really a proxy for the 
future battles within the ANC over governance, 
ethics and leadership. Whichever way the dice 
falls, the tough road ahead will be felt in differ-
ing degrees or difficulty.

•  Daniel Silke is an independent political analyst, 
author and keynote speaker specialising in South 
African and international politics.

Pravin Gordhan saga a proxy 
for tough choices

Around the Jewish World

Row over shul’s cancellation of talk by Zionist group
LONDON - The chairman of one of the 
United Synagogue’s largest congregations 
has defended the decision to cancel a 
meeting featuring a speaker from the Israeli 
Zionist group Im Tirtzu next month.

Douglas Altabef had been due to speak at 
Hampstead Garden Suburb Synagogue, in 
north-west London, at a meeting organised 
by the UK advocacy group Campaign4Truth.

Jeffrey Davidson, HGS chairman, rejected 
claims that the shul had bowed to pressure 
from more left-leaning organisations in 
cancelling the event.

Im Tirtzu has been outspoken in 
opposing the work of the New Israel Fund 
and of Israeli human rights organisations 
such as B’Tselem and Breaking the Silence.

The visit was criticised last week by NIF’s 
UK branch and Yachad, the campaign group 
for a two state-solution.

In a Facebook post, Campaign4Truth 
accused “far-left” Yachad and others of  

 
pressuring the synagogue to pull out. But 
Davidson said this week: “I can confirm that 
I was not approached by either Yachad or 
NIF in this matter. 

“Those who did approach me, however, 
included key, mainstream and balanced 
elements of the community.”

Writing to Campaign4Truth, Davidson 
said the prospective event had not been 
discussed with any of the synagogue’s 
officers. 

He wrote: “I am sure you will appreciate 
that, as simply a shul and local communal 
body whose members hold a wide diversity 
of opinions, the controversial nature of 
views expressed by, for and against Im 
Tirtzu are such that it is not appropriate for 
us to be associated with them.”

A different venue has been found for the 
meeting, entitled “Reclaiming Zionism”. - 
Jewish Chronicle, London

Please support our 
newspaper advertisers
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SUZANNE BELLING 

The Step Up 2 A Start Up initiative encour-
ages schoolchildren to develop an entrepre-
neurial mindset, find jobs, create businesses 
and help the country prosper. 

Its new project was launched recently at the 
Crown Reef Convention Centre in Gold Reef 
City - the third phase of a three-year pro-
gramme, described as a major revitalisation of 
business skills and leadership among young 
South Africans 

It began in 2014, with “think big, start 
small, act now”, dealing with the services 
industry, followed by the “maker movement” 
- “design it, make it, sell it”.

This year the focus is on social and envi-
ronmental entrepreneurship, “my planet, my 
people, my purpose”.

“Our aim is to inspire and upskill South 
African secondary school learners to find in-
novative solutions to society’s most pressing 
problems,” said Martin Sweet, MD of Prime-
stars Marketing, who started the programme 
with key business and government partners.

Over 30 000 learners, mostly from previ-
ously disadvantaged backgrounds, have 
benefited from it.

Jewish outreach organisation Afrika Tik-
kun is among the leading supporters of the 
initiative.

Keynote addresses were delivered at the 
launch by Small Business Development 
Minister Lindiwe Sisulu, Water Affairs and 
Sanitation Minister Nomvula Mokonyane 
and Robert Kiyosaki, international business 
speaker and author of “Rich Dad, Poor Dad”.

Sisulu said: “Partnership between Step Up 
2 A Start Up and my department has been 
crucial. The department and the private sec-
tor should have started this a long time ago. 
It is the SMME sector that will create jobs in 
this country.” 

Mokonyane said this was about investing 
in the future. “Exposing young people to en-
trepreneurial skills is key. A knowledge-based 
education is what we have to encourage. The 
advantage of being young is that you can 
think out of the box.” 

Said Kiyosaki: “The problem is that our 
schools are not doing enough to inculcate an 
entrepreneurial spirit in the classroom. There 
is a lack of financial education at schools.”

A national social entrepreneurs’ competi-
tion for grade 9 - 12 learners requires them to 
identify an environmental or social problem 
in their schools or communities that can be 
solved by developing a product or service. 

They must research the elements involved 
and give a presentation on it, with a descrip-
tion of how it can improve their school or 
community, based on a toolkit provided to 
them. 

Successful candidates can win bursaries, 
business, incubation opportunities and 
mentorship. The prizes will be awarded 
towards the end of the year. The bursaries will 
enable the top three teams to develop their 
ideas further, with advice and expertise from 
programme sponsors, partners and young 
entrepreneurs.

Schools across South Africa - mostly from 
the townships and other previously disadvan-
taged areas - have been invited to participate 
in the programme, which has been endorsed 
by the Department of Basic Education. 

Ster Kinekor cinemas are being used as 
educational theatres of learning, showing a 
film called Vukuzenzele (“Get up and do it for 
yourself”), produced specially for Step Up 2 A 
Start Up. 

The film deals with a looming environmen-
tal disaster in a local river. The cast discovers 
the polluter and finds a solution to clean the 
water, starting a social entrepreneurial busi-
ness that reached into the community. 

Exposing young people to entrepreneurial skills

Speakers at the 
launch of the latest 
Step Up 2 A Start Up 
project, Lindiwe Zulu, 
Minister of Small 
Business Develop-
ment; Martin Sweet, 
managing director of 
Primestars Market-
ing; and Nomvula 
Mokonyane, Minister 
of Water Affairs and 
Sanitation.
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Athletics  ·   Squash  ·  Swimming

Trials and applications are still open for select sports.

#TeamMaccabiSA – Last Chance !

#TeamMaccabiSA is gearing up for gold at the 20th Maccabi Games.
Be a part of the biggest Jewish sporting event and experience of a lifetime, 

taking place from 4-18 July 2017 in Israel.

Go to maccabi.co.za for info on registration,
age groups, trials and selection.

Enquiries: admin@maccabi.co.za

Disclaimer
The letters page is intended to provide an opportunity for a range of views on any given topic to be expressed. 
Opinions articulated in the letters are those of the writers and do not necessarily reflect the views of the editor, staff 
or directors of the Jewish Report. 

Guidelines for letters
Letters of up to 400 words get preference. Provide your full name, place of residence, and daytime phone number. 
We do not publish letters under noms de plume. Letters should preferably be e-mailed. Letters may be edited or 
shortened. 

The Editor, PO Box 84650, Greenside, 2034  email: sharon@sajewishreport.co.za

Sifrin’S diSreSpect for authentic JudaiSm StickS in the craw

I would like to endorse every word of 
Rabbi Ben Isaacson’s criticism of Geoff 
Sifrin in last week’s edition of Jewish 
Report, reacting to Sifrin’s column the 
previous week. (For those who missed 
the letter, it can be viewed in the letters 
section of the on-line edition).

Last week Sifrin once again showed 
his disrespect for authentic Judaism. 
He writes in his weekly column (with 
praise): “When 54-year-old, controversial 
artist Steven Cohen astonished a sober 
gathering of art lovers last week at the 
Wits Art Museum by bursting into the 
centre of them, anybody who happened 
to be thinking about something else was 
instantly riveted. 

“He (Cohen) was dressed - actually 
only partially dressed, since much of 
his body was naked - in an outrageous 
get-up consisting of lily white skin, high 
heeled pointed shoes, naked backside 
behind half a black dress... he wore a 
silver Magen David above his eyes and 
another mounted on top of his head. 

“Every generation needs a Steven 
Cohen to shake things up. And also 
the courage (courage?) he has shown, 
for example on the day he walked onto 
Loftus Versfeld rugby field (in Pretoria) 
dressed as an ‘ugly girl’.”

 

 
By their words and actions, both Sifrin 
and Cohen have shown how far removed 
they are from (Torah) Judaism. Any Jew 
with a pure heart can literally feel sick 
to the stomach at their behaviour and 
sentiments.

Once again I am reminded of the 
profound words of Ant Katz, the on-line 
editor: “I was brought up to believe that 
nobody should question our Torah.” 

I would add to those words that any 
opinion written in a Jewish magazine 
that is not based on reliable Torah 
sources is worthless and a distortion 
of truth. What a pity that the only 
Jewish weekly in South Africa regularly 
prints columns by people like Sifrin, 
whose opinions and analyses are not 
only devoid of any Torah truth, but a 
distortion of the truth.

As Rabbi Isaacson rightly points 
out, 85 per cent of South African 
Jewry lean towards the traditional/
Orthodox. I would submit that Sifrin 
and his followers keep this in mind 
when expressing their opinions. As Ant 
Katz says: “Nobody should question our 
Torah.”

choni davidowitz
Golden acres, Johannesburg

independent Group newSpaperS notoriouSly anti-
iSrael

The Star last week Wednesday featured a full-page “exposé” of 
what it called a dirty tricks campaign of disinformation against 
Independent Media.

The “exposé” lists a host of journalists as well as the number of 
“negative” and “falsified” articles by them that have appeared over a 
number of years, targeting not only the various newspapers in the 
group, but Dr Iqbal Survé, chairman of the group, personally.

Rich indeed that this newspaper takes umbrage at hostile media 
coverage against itself and the group, as this very same group has 
conducted an ongoing hostile campaign against Israel and in more 
instances than not publishes articles that have not been properly 
researched and contain inaccuracies. 

Journalists in the Independent Group, such as Shannon Ebrahim 
and Janet Smith, in particular, are constantly taking aim and 
publishing anti-Israel propaganda and are ably supported by 
members of the Media Review Network, a well-known anti-Israel 
group who are afforded as much space in their papers’ opinion 
columns as they want.

Yet the same consideration is never offered to any opposing 
viewpoint. 

Yes, some papers do throw a few “crumbs” in the letters pages 
from time to time but does the letters pages have the same impact or 
readership as the opinion pages?

Dr Survé issued a statement in the SA Jewish Report some 
months back denying any such bias from his group.

Really! Wonder what newspapers he had been reading when 
making such an outrageous statement? 

allan wolman
rosebank, Johannesburg

to Save iSrael, moSaic JudaiSm muSt 
be reStored

I am black, a Zionist and a Jew. On a recent 
trip to Israel I was humbled by the privilege 
of being in the Promised Land. As a first-time 
traveller I found Israel hardly the country which 
I envisioned as a child. 

Like most people I was overwhelmed by 
religious fervour and naivety. I honestly 
believed that the country was united, religious 
and on sound footing. How wrong I was! Israel 
is beautiful. To see Jews of such great diversity 
in one place was an emotional and exhilarating 
experience.

And as for the accusation of apartheid 
levelled against her, I neither experienced nor 
saw anything remotely akin to that wretched 
episode. 

I don’t claim that none exist; Israelis 
themselves admit that it does. 

Discrimination based on ethnicity, religion, 
gender, colour and economic status is a 
universal malaise for which Israel alone should 
not be fingered. From what I saw and heard 
there is no way for Arab Israelis to compare 
their situation with what we as black people 
experienced under apartheid. 

I lived through it. My disappointment or 
sadness stems from the fact that most Israelis 
are secular, seldom attend shul and find the 
religious authorities arrogant, hypocritical and 
selfish. 

They blame this sect for their economic 
woes. Thus except for the minority Orthodox 
Jews, Israelis are generally non-plus about their 
religion. Yes, Jews recognise themselves as 
such, but being called an Israeli seemed to be 
more important. This is a dangerous trend. 

Throughout history the Jews were 
always known for their steadfast faith. The 
disillusionment with Israel’s religious authority 
and indeed government, clearly indicates a 
movement away from faith.

I was at the Jerusalem Film Festival where 
this topic was vociferously debated among 
documentary film-makers. It was not just about 
security matters but fundamentally about 
sectarian conflict and the extent of the religious 
deterioration. 

The nation has a legitimate complaint. This 
was the message. Israel in my opinion must 
reform. It must change. No not for the sake of 
Palestinian demands. Historically and biblically 
they have no legitimacy to claim Israel as their 
land. 

Israel belongs to the Jews. But a situation 
in which Jews are losing their faith as a result 
of an obstinate and antiquated authority out 
of touch with its people, is unacceptable. It is 
for this reason that the Orthodox elite must 
change. The Mosaic Laws, not Rabbinical 
Judaism, must be reintroduced as the first and 
fundamental bedrock of the Jewish state. 

It is a G-d-given system meant precisely to 
keep Israel faithful and on track. Orthodoxy 
and its government lackeys are pulling the 
country in the opposite direction. 

This complicit group have shamelessly 
neglected their heritage for the privileges and 
glorification of an elitist sect. This warped 
situation is untenable. Mosaic Judaism must be 
restored as a sign of dignity and justification to 
save the country. There is no other alternative.  

colin Jantjies
cape town

Tel: (011) 430-1980
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kaSrilS and GoldberG create their own convenient context on iSrael

Geoff Sifrin in his column in last 
week’s Jewish Report, “Which Jews to 
be proud of after 175 years?” bothers 
me. Both Ronnie Kasrils and Denis 
Goldberg ignore justice and even-
handedness when it comes to Israel. 

While we can be proud of some of 
their actions and sacrifices in helping 
to bring South Africa to where it now 
is, it is quite another issue to be proud 
of them in totality.

Goldberg criticised Israel for its 
treatment of Palestinians and for its 
support of apartheid South Africa. He 
then went to England which, to a large 
extent, (no less than Israel), supported 
the South African government (under  

 
Margaret Thatcher), as did the US and 
Europe etc.

Kasrils and Goldberg have followed 
the standard ANC line on Israel since 
inception. They have ignored Israel’s 
history, editing out what was and is 
inconvenient. They have ignored the 
fact that many of the Arabs living 
in Israel, long before the State was 
declared, murdered and raped Jews 
whenever they had the opportunity. 

Peace? No recognition of a Jewish 
state, no Jews to be permitted in their 
areas and no sharing of Jerusalem. 
Many clauses of the Oslo Accords have 
not yet been implemented. Is Israel  
supposed to allow them freedom of  

 
movement and no checkpoints?

When Sifrin says: “As Jewish South 
Africans, someone’s views on Israel 
is not enough reason to shun them”, 
as a Jew and a member of the human 
race, I have to disagree. If those views 
are biased, hateful and deliberately 
obfuscate the reality of Israel, it hurts 
all Jews and all people everywhere and 
they need to be shunned. 

Let me hear them, just once, talk 
of the remarkable help that Israel has 
given to many countries in times of 
tragedy, crises and need. Let me hear 
the acknowledgement, just once, that 
the Palestinians need to change their  
attitude drastically.

 
Let me hear that these are indeed 
men of truth, when it comes to 
morality and objectivity. Let me hear 
them criticise repressive regimes 
throughout the world. I need to hear 
them talk of the great good in Israel 
and then they might have the right to 
criticise what they regard as wrong. 

Until then, for all the good they 
have done, it doesn’t even begin to 
approach the benefits that Israel has 
brought to mankind under the most 
difficult of circumstances. Until then, I 
have no problem in shunning them. 

michael rootshtain
highlands north, Johannesburg
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TRADITIONAL, GOURMET & TEMPURA
KOSHER SUSHI

Sit-down  II Take-away
Catering II Corporate meetings & lunches

Kiddush II Brochas

Hollywood Centre, 7 Queens Square,
Cnr Cross & Kingswood,Glenhazel

011-440-2156 / 082-086-9631
sosushi.glenhazel@gmail.com

Dill pickle flavour is latest 
flavour of the month 

SHANNON SARNA, NEW YORK

Dill pickle challah 

IngreDIents:
For the dough:
• 3/4 cup lukewarm water
•  3/4 cup leftover pickle juice, warmed to 

lukewarm temperature
• 1 1/2 tablespoons yeast
• 1/2 teaspoon sugar
• 5 cups unbleached all-purpose flour
• 1/2 cup sugar
• 1/2 tablespoon salt
• 1/4 cup vegetable oil
•  1/2 tablespoon chopped garlic (fresh is 

fine too)
• 2 tablespoons chopped fresh dill
• 2 eggs

For the top:
•  1 egg plus 1 egg yolk plus 1 teaspoon 

water
•  1 tablespoon dried, minced garlic 

pieces
• 2 tablespoons chopped fresh dill
• 1/4 teaspoon red pepper flakes
• 1/4 teaspoon thick sea salt

Directions:
•  In a small bowl place yeast, 1 teaspoon 

sugar, lukewarm water and lukewarm 

pickle juice. Allow to stand for 5-10 
minutes, until  foamy on top.

•  In a large bowl or stand mixer fitted 
with whisk attachment, mix together  
1 1/2 cups flour and salt. After the 
water-yeast mixture has become 
foamy, add to flour mixture along with 
oil, garlic and dill. Mix thoroughly.

•  Add another 1 1/2 cups of flour and 2 
eggs until smooth. Switch to the dough 
hook attachment if you are using a 
stand mixer.

•  Add another 1 cup of flour and then 
remove from bowl and place on a 
floured surface. Knead remaining 1 cup 
of flour into dough until it is firm and 
elastic. It should bounce back slightly 
when you poke it.

•  Place dough in a greased bowl and 
cover with damp towel. Allow to rise  
3 to 4 hours.

•  Remove dough from bowl and divide 
into two. Braid each section into de-
sired shape challah. (Makes 2 medium-
large challah loaves.)

•  Preheat oven to 350 degrees.
•  Bake for 25 minutes or until just 

golden on top and challah feels light 
and hollow.(The Nosher via JTA)

Shannon Sarna is editor of The Nosher.

Have you noticed that dill pickle-flavoured dishes are everywhere lately? There’s dill 
pickle-brined chicken fingers and dill pickle bread. And recently there was an entire 

roundup of ways to use leftover dill pickle brine. That was enough inspiration for me 
to create a dill pickle challah. The dill “pickleness” of this recipe is subtle, and while it 
does use pickle juice in the dough, it’s the topping of garlic, red pepper flakes, fresh 

dill and sea salt that really shines. This savoury challah is the perfect vehicle for some 
sliced deli meats like corned beef, pastrami, turkey or even tongue.

Around the Jewish World

Breakthrough Israeli study 
may lead to melanoma 
cure
TEL AVIVA - Israeli researchers believe their find-
ings can lead to better diagnosis and prevention 
for the deadly melanoma skin cancer. 

Israeli and European researchers say their col-
laborative research has unravelled the metastatic 
mechanism of melanoma, the most aggressive of 
all skin cancers. According to a paper published 
in the journal Nature Cell Biology, the scientists 
discovered that before spreading to other organs, 
a melanoma tumour sends out tiny vesicles 
containing molecules of micro RNA. These cause 
morphological (structural) changes in the skin’s 
dermis layer in preparation for receiving and 
transporting the cancer cells.

The researchers also found chemical substanc-
es that can stop the process and are therefore 
promising drug candidates.

“The threat of melanoma is not in the initial 
tumour that appears on the skin, but rather in 
its metastasis - in the tumour cells sent off to 
colonise in vital organs like the brain, lungs, liver 
and bones,” said research leader Dr Carmit Levy, 
of the department of human molecular genetics 
and biochemistry at Tel Aviv University’s Sackler 
School of Medicine.

“We have discovered how the cancer spreads 
to distant organs and found ways to stop the 
process before the metastatic stage.”

Melanoma, the most aggressive and lethal 
type of skin cancer, kills one person every 52 
minutes according to data from the Skin Cancer 
Foundation, and the number of diagnosed cases 
has been on the rise for the past three decades. 
Despite a range of therapies developed over the 
years, there is still no full cure for this life-threat-
ening disease. The new study proposes novel and 
effective methods for diagnosis and prevention. 
- Israel 21c

Native-born Israelis at 
higher risk for Hodgkin’s 
lymphoma
JERUSALEM - Sabras (native-born Israelis) are 
at higher risk for contracting the blood cancer, 
Hodgkin’s lymphoma (HL) than are immigrants 
to the country, apparently due to differences in 
the lifestyle and environment here from a young 
age.

This was discovered by Hebrew University-
Hadassah School of Public Health and Com-
munity Medicine expert Dr Hagai Levine, who 
published his findings in the journal Leukaemia 
and Lymphoma.

The Israeli incidence of HL is among the high-
est in the world. According to 2012 estimates of 
the Global Cancer Observatory, Israeli women 
have the highest age-standardised incidence rate 
of HL in the world, while their male counterparts 
have the second highest. From 1960 through 
2005, Israel had a sharp rise in the incidence 
of HL among Israeli-born Jews of both sexes, 
with similar rates in the Jewish and non-Jewish 
populations.

HL is a common malignancy in early adult-
hood, accounting for approximately 30 per cent 
of all lymphomas (cancers of the lymph system). 
In a cohort of 2,3 million Jewish adolescent 
males and females followed for up to 45 years, 
being born in Israel was associated with a much 
elevated risk for nodular sclerosis HL. 

Higher risks were found among Israeli-born 
subjects compared to European, Asian and North 
African immigrants; higher risks were also found 
for women, those born more recently, those with 
higher body-mass index and taller stature.

The findings suggest that exposure to as yet 
unidentified elements of the Israeli environment 
increase the risk of nodular sclerosis HL and 
should aid in directing research efforts, Levine 
found. - Jerusalem Post
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GEOFF COHEN

Last week Tuesday, over 500 parents filled the Herzlia High School hall to watch 180 pupils 
from all five campuses celebrate music at Herzlia in a wonderful production called “Feel the 
Beat”. The programme showcased a multitude of styles, from mass choirs to marimbas, jazz to 
jive, and everything else in between.  

The finale was a first for Herzlia when the choirs from the five schools combined into a mass 
choir to belt out Toto’s Africa and a Hebrew medley. This brought the house down.  

The hall was decorated with balloons, streamers and, to top it all, a huge confetti bomb 
exploded at the end. Feel the Beat has taken performing music at Herzlia to the next level as all 
the schools came together to show the variety of styles, instruments and ensembles that make 
Herzlia Music what it is today.  

Danielle Asherson, head of Herzlia Music, told the audience: “We wanted to give the pupils an 
opportunity to experience performing in front of a large audience, to work together as a team 
which enhanced unity allowing Herzlia Music to grow and develop.  

“Working with pupils from other campuses has enabled our children to get to know each 
other in a constructive, creative environment. I know as a child of parents who encouraged me 
to do music, that parents will never quite fully understand the depth of the gift that you give 
children by allowing them these opportunities.”

Said a parent who attended the show: “It was wonderful to see the campuses all coming to-
gether, not in competition, but in collaboration. The combined choir gave me goose bumps.”

SUE BENJAMIN

A wave of anticipation and excitement filled the 
air as the children of Sydenham Pre-Primary 
School last week marched into the garden 
dressed in the colours of the Olympic flag.

After the warm-up session, the first event of 
the day, in the spirit of the Rio Olympic Games, 
began. The activities were multi-skill-based 
incorporating a variety of apparatuses but the 
main focus was on fun and participation. 

All ages took part and war cries could be 
heard all over Sydenham. The children had 
worked up quite an appetite and oranges, sand-
wiches, juice and water were a very welcome 
part of the morning. Prize-giving was held at 
the end of the day and each child received a 
medal. A sense of good sportsmanship and 
camaraderie prevailed as the staff and children 
looked out for each other. The aim of the school 
is for the kids to learn and put into practice the 
values of good sportsmanship that will stay 
with them for the rest of their lives.

Jazz to jive - and anything else in 
between - at Herzlia

Sydenham kids have their own 
Olympics in the garden
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Sienna Simon; Laila Dave; and Zacari Turest-Swartz on the djembe drums.

Cheering the green team on are Jaden Gordon 
and Dovy Levy.
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ANDY MARKS

Orange Grove Primary School 
was rocking last week with the 
most wonderful visit by author 
and musician Alan Glass. Orange 
Grove library volunteers in 
conjunction with Pan Macmillan 
publishers, organised this 
inspirational morning. 

The 600 grade R to grade 3 
learners loved singing “Harry 
Hadeda” and “Lucas the Lion” 
and they went on an adventure 
of self-discovery with Oliver in 
Alan’s book “Oliver’s Outline”. 

The children were very excited 
to meet “a real author”.

“Do you need to have talent 
to write a book or can anyone?” 
asked Boikanyo; and “Where do 
you get your ideas from or what 
inspires you to write a book?” 

asked Nokuphila, both grade 3s. 
The overall message from Alan 

is to reach your own potential 
and “follow your dreams”.

A ‘real author’ inspires Orange 
Grove Primary young

Pictured are grade 1 teacher, Phyllis Soll and volunteers from the 
Orange Grove Library, Andy Marks and Marion Bloch, with author/
musician Alan Glass.

NTOMBI MOTA

A doek is worn for different reasons and has 
different connotations in different contexts and 
cultures. KDVP High School female staff wore 
their doeks on Monday to celebrate Women’s 
Month and to embrace the modern culture of 
wearing a doek. 

They wore it to remind themselves of the im-
portant role played by women in our society. It is 
also worn to remind people of the challenges still 
to be fought by women in modern society. Margaret le Roux; Camille Norman; Ntombi Mota; 

Mary van Zyl; Kirsten Bray; Goetsimang Ramotsho; 
and Jozelle Grobbelaar.

Doek Friday at King David High School 
Victory Park
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EAN KORB

Grade 3 learners at King David Sandton recently learnt all 
about sofrut - the art of writing holy items such as mezuzot.   

Rabbi Ryan Goldstein entertained and educated the 
learners with his fascinating stories and broad knowledge of 
sofrut. The children learnt first-hand about how meaningful 
each letter of the Hebrew alphabet is, the ink a sofer uses as 
well as the toughness of the parchment.

The grade 3s attained knowledge and understanding about 
the scrolls that adorn the doorposts. 

Sarah Kahanovitz and Ethan 
Greenstein with a mezuzah. 

King David Sandton kids explore 
intricacies of sofrut
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News

MARGOT COHEN

It’s a rollercoaster living in South Africa; we have 
to put one foot in front of the other, said guest 
speaker, journalist and political analyst Justice 
Malala (pictured) at a fundraiser breakfast on 
Monday at Investec in Johannesburg. 

The event was held for the Jewish Women’s 
Benevolent Society “Barefoot no More” 
campaign which tries to ensure that no one in 
the community goes without shoes.

Attacks on Finance Minister Pravin Gordhan 
by the Hawks investigative unit are dangerous 
and tragic, Malala said. What does give hope 
however, is the groundswell of support from 
civil society to protect the country’s institutions. 

After August 3’s peaceful municipal elections, 
there was an atmosphere of euphoria, followed 
by a wave of self-doubt which has seen the rand 
falling and junk ratings seem likely by year-end, 
caused by the summonsing of Gordhan and 
others by the Hawks.

Malala agreed with Gordhan’s views that 
“there are good people doing tough jobs in 
difficult times. Their work is being subjugated 
by ANC problems.” Many ANC leaders need 
to make their voices heard and be seen to be 
upholding the institutions of the country’s 
democracy including the Constitutional Court.

Malala says there has been a shift of power 
from the President to society as was evidenced 
in such campaigns as Fees Must Fall and the 
appointment of Gordhan after the short-lived 
appointment of Des van Rooyen as finance 

minister last December.
He urged South Africans not to be distracted 

by “the noise of politics”. 
The country’s institutions have still to work 

in 10 years’ time, he said. The loss of support for 
the ANC is significant, Malala said. Around three 
million former ANC supporters did not vote in 
the municipal elections. 

He also asked whether the ANC has the ability 
to self-correct. After 22 years in power, the party 
is in pain and divided. Nine million people do 
not have jobs.

Gordhan, he predicted, will not be fired but 
will be kept under more intense pressure, with 
dire consequences for the economy.

Malala’s predictions for 2019 are that the 
ANC will still be in power, albeit with a reduced 
majority. Zuma will stay in place until the ANC 
December 2017 elective conference.

SAA will not be privatised. Relations 
with Russia and China will be enhanced. Dr 
Nkosazana Dlamini-Zuma will be elected the 
next leader of the ANC. 

Business will come under increasing pressure 
from government.

The EEF could join the ANC in two years’ 
time. A lot depends on the DA’s performance 
in Gauteng. He stressed that the EEF had not 
signed any formal agreements with the DA, 
although it helped the DA taking over Tshwane 
and Johannesburg.

But in spite of a host of negatives, Malala 
insisted that he still felt “goodish” about South 
Africa.

Malala’s crystal ball sees Nkosazana as 
next ANC leader

Classifieds
To book your ClAssified NoTiCe or AdverT CoNTACT:   

Tel (011) 430-1980, Fax 086-634-7935, email: admin@sajewishreport.co.za  

DeceaseD 
estate house 
clearaNces 

Entire households 
cleared, professionally 
and confidentially. I’ll 

take the burden off your 
shoulders and pay you 
for it. Please contact  

Ladislav Miklas
079-810-8837 

ladimiklas22@gmail.com
for a trusted and 

professional service. 
Also clear garages, 

cellars, storage rooms 
and storage facilities.

Experienced, reliable driver able 
to lift you anywhere/ anytime 24 
hours. Courier work undertaken. 

Please call Paul Minsker
083-542-6480

(011) 882-2181

DIal-a-lIFt
7-seater

Lifts, tours, day drives
Pip Friedman
083-267-3281

dialalift@gmail.com

Appliance repairs on-site
Fridges, stoves, washing 

machines, tumble dryers and 
dishwashers. Free quotations. 
Call Jason 082-401-8239 / 

076-210-6532

HOME SERVICESLIFTS OFFERED

steel ProDuct suPPlIer
Macsteel 

www.macsteel.co.za

For sale
FurNIture/aPPlIaNces

I-deal Furnishers                                                              
(011) 887-5456 / 
 (011) 440-9571

HOME SERVICES

A TAXI SERVICE
Let Warren Pogorelsky chauffeur 
you in and around Johannesburg.

OR Tambo from R200.
Tel: 082-399-6187

Also Sun City & game reserves
Courier service.

IF YOU WANT 
TO BUY OR SELL 

A VEHICLE 
CONTACT:

SOLLY KRAmER
082-922-3597

LIThuAnIAn/PoLISh/  

GERMAn CITIzEnShIP

You may be eligible for EU 
citizenship based on ancestral 

heritage. No Borders specialises 
in citizenship applications for
Lithuania, Poland & Germany.                              

For further information,  
please contact us:

www.noborders.global
info@noborders.co.za

083-346-4627

FOREIGN CITIZENSHIP

8-seater.  
Tours/Day Drives

CONTaCT aRNOLD,
082-447-0185
011-454-1193

aIRPORT SERVICE 
JHB

real estate
Pam Golding Properties                                                   

(011) 455-6666 
FIRzT                                                                                     

(011) 731-0300
JAWITz                                                                                  

086-152-9489 

SMILE-LEE’S LIFTS
A reliable lift service.

Specialising in lifts to and from 
airports, shops, appointments, 

casinos and courier.  
Charna 083-391-6612

SERVICES
NotIces

Hawley Marble and Granite Works 
Est. 1948. Monumental masons. 
We are proud to have served the 
Johannesburg Jewish community 
for many decades. Your support is 
much appreciated. Collen Hawley  

Tel: (011) 828- 9010 Chaim 
Silver (011) 485-3005

InvestMent oPPortunIty
Silverline Innovative Appliances                                      

+972 54 669 3257

eDucatIoN
King David high School  

Sandton (011) 253-7440
Limmud Johannesburg                                               

083 577 2337
Torah Tots                                                                    

(011) 882 7298 
083 334 5974

HeaLtH/Beauty 
aND WellNess

hEARInG AID LAbS 
(011) 483-1795
FRAnK SoLoMon 
hEARInG CEnTRE                                     
(011) 849-6256

ATTEnTIon ALL MEDICAL
 PRACTITIonERS

Do you want to increase 
your cash flow, reduce your bad 
debt and effective management  

of your practice?
Please contact 

(011) 882-4535 
083-267-0826

MISCELLaNEOUS

FooD aND Beverages
KosherWorld 

 (011) 440-9517 
www.kosherworld.co.za 

Freshfellas                                                                           
(011)440-8352
Moo-z brothers                                                                           
(011)485-5589
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Safe, reliable and friendly
AIRPoRT ShuTTLE

Contact:
GERALD

082-907-5507 
(011) 786-6580

LIFTS OFFERED

Cash paid 4 
household goods

I buy unwanted goods 
like, bric-a-brac, 

kitchen stuff, linen, 
sml furniture & any 
unwanted items.

For a quick response 
call or

WhatsApp
Alan on

083-500-0266

travel ageNts
El Al 

 (011) 620-2525

CoMMunIty organIsatIons
SA JEWISh boARD oF DEPuTIES                                            

(011) 645-2523     
ISRAEL CEnTRE                                                                                  

(011) 645-2561

Alex’s Lift Service 
Experienced, reliable driver 

specialising in lifts to shops and 
appointments you need to go to. 
Contact Alex: 083-409-4378

vehIcles
Gem – General Car  

And home Maintenance                                                            
(011) 885-2950/1

battery Centre                                                                  
(011) 887-7336

KIA MoToRS                                                                        
www.kiaunlimited.co.za

VEHICLES WaNTED

Cell: 082 823 7826
CaLL aRNOLD ORKIN

WE PaY CaSH

any MaKe
any MoDeL

any ConDItIon
also accIDeNt 

DaMageD veHICLes
& NoN-ruNNers 

WaNteD

WaNteD
VEHICLES

WaNteD
VEHICLES

Sunday (September 4)

•  JJAC invites Jewish singles aged 27 - 49 
to a tour of Johannesburg on the “Hop 
on Hop Bus”. E-mail whatson@jjac.co.za 
for details.

•  CANSA’s “Bark for Life” relay walk 
for Woodrock takes place at The Mall 
of Africa/Waterfall Park. Come walk 
around the track with your dog(s). This 
relay event is a celebration of cancer 
survivors celebrating fighting back and 
remembering. Time: 09:00 till 13:00 
(registration at 09:00 for the first 
relay and 11:00 for the second relay). 
Entrance fee: R100 per human and R20 
per dog. There will be food stalls and 
other stalls. Dogs must be on a leash at 
all times. 

•  Second Innings hosts Prof Amanda Krause 
on “Should I be Worried About My Jewish 
Genes?” Venue: Gerald Horwitz Lounge, 
Golden Acres. Time: 10:00 for 10:30. 
Cost: R20 members, R40 visitors (incl tea 
and light refreshments). Contact: Linda 
Fleishman (011) 532-9701.

•  UJW hosts “A Celebration of the Wit & 
Wisdom of Sholem Aleichem in Word 
and Song” in “Welcome to the World 
of Fiddler on the Roof”, starring Shane 
Baker, special guest artist from New 
York and Caely-Jo Levy, with the Yid Dish 
Players. Venue: Theatre on the Square, 
Sandton. Time: 17:00 and 19:30. 
Booking: tel (011) 645-2591 or Bev 
082-574-4770 or Lynne 083-378-1114. 
Tickets: R180. Proceeds of the show in 
aid of Union of Jewish Women.

Monday (September 5) 

•  UJW adult education division hosts 
Phillip de Wet, associate editor of the 
Mail and Guardian on “The Municipal 
Elections - Repercussions of and 
Reflections on”. Venue: 1 Oak Street, 
Houghton. Time 09:30. Donation: R40. 
Contact: UJW Office (011) 648-1053.

Tuesday (September 6)

•  WIZO Forum conducts a tour to the 
Henri Matisse Exhibition “Rhythm and 
Meaning” at the Standard Bank Gallery. 
Bus leaves from Beyachad at 09:30 
sharp. Cost: R120 (incl transport and 
gallery guide). Numbers are limited 
so early booking is essential. Contact: 
(011) 645-2515 wizojhb@beyachad.
co.za

Wednesday (September 7)

•  UJW adult education division hosts Dr 
Lorraine Chaskalson, former lecturer 
Dept of English at Wits on the fifth 
lecture on “Enjoying Contemporary 
Poetry”. Venue: 1 Oak Street, 
Houghton. Time: 09:30. Donation: R40. 
Contact: UJW Office (011) 648-1053.

Thursday (September 8)

•  Cape Town Holocaust Centre hosts “The 
Hellenic Community of Cape Town”. 
Venue: Cape Town Holocaust Centre, 
Gardens. Time: 18:00. Seating limited. 
RSVP essential: admin@holocaust.
org.za

•  Second Innings hosts a “Movie Morning” 
in the auditorium of the SA Military 
Museum in Saxonwold with Marvin 
Hamlisch’s “What He Did For Love”. 
Time: 09:30 for 10:00. Cost: R90 (incl 
movie, snacks and tea/coffee). Booking: 
Laura Sher (011) 786-5109 or Helen 
Wolfson 082-877-9470.

Sunday (September 11)

•  JH&GC in partnership with the SAJBD 
hosts an evening in memory of Elie 
Wiesel. Venue: 1 Duncombe Road, Forest 
Town. Seating limited. Booking: shirley@
jhbholocaust.co.za or (011) 640-
3100/2148. Time: 19:00. No charge 
for admission but donations welcome.

•  JJAC invites Jewish singles aged 27 - 
49 to the Joburg Art Fair at Sandton 
Convention Centre on Sunday 11 
September. E-mail whatson@jjac.co.za 
for details.

•  RCHCC hosts Cat Simoni in two shows in 
“A Time For Us”. Venue: Clive M Beck 
Auditorium. Times: 15:00 and 19:30. 
Donation: R120 (incl refreshments). 
Booking: Hazel or René (011) 728-
8088/8378; a/h (011) 728-8378; 
e-mail  rchcc@telkomsa.net or rene.s@
telkomsa.net

•  Second Innings hosts The Jewish Guild 
Orchestra, conducted by Prof Brian Buch. 
Venue: Gerald Horwitz Lounge, Golden 
Acres. Time: 10:00 for 10:30. Cost: 
R20 members, R40 visitors (incl tea 
and light refreshments). Contact: Linda 
Fleishman (011) 532-9701.

HoMe servICes
Amazing Transport                                                           
(011) 887-1882

Curtain Cove  
Your Curtain Specialists  

(011) 440-9633
Rosen Electrical                                                                

(011) 885-1713
Wendy house                                                                    

082 293 3064

ChoIR MASTER
(preferably married)

for Pretoria Hebrew Congregation
Salary negotiable.

Accommodation included.
Position available from 

Jan 1, 2017.
Please contact Ian hertz  

on 082-570-7243

oFFereD
EMPLOYMENT

AbSoLuTELY
TERRY’ S TAXI SERVICE

Safe, prompt, reliable, anytime,
 24-hour service.

Terry  078-088-6981

AIRPORT SHUTTLE

SAM
083-627-8516  

(011) 728-5219

011 056 6277

SD006393

Watches/rePaIrs
hILTon’S TIMEPIECES  

 (011) 885-3232 

HoMe servICes
CARRoL boYES 

 (021) 424 8263

vehIcles
SA MoToR CoRPoRATIon 

(011) 326-1954                                                                                                                                         
XTREME boWLInG 
(011) 887-2895/6                                                                                 
 EMPERoRS PALACE  
 (011) 928-1297                                                                                         

WENDY HOUSES
BEST QUALITY! BEST PRICES!

DAN: 082 293 3064

bERDEnE SEGAL  
PhYSIoThERAPY 
(011) 485-2670
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Kids Toys     Food Stalls     Entertainment     Great Specials
Face Painting     Arts & Crafts 
Darin the Magician

Prime Cut Gourmet Sandwiches
Food & Wine Tasting

Get your Yom Tov gifts at our
Yom Tov Market on 25th September

JACK MILNER

There is something special about the Paralympics, which 
always follow the Olympics. The Olympic Games is about 
competing at the highest level with the best in the world in 
a good spirit. The Paralympics is about the triumph of the 
spirit.

At the Olympics there is the odd story about athletes who 
have dealt with adversity to get to where they are but at the 
Paralympics every participant has his or her own story. 

That is why it was so sad to read that the Paralympics in 
Rio, which began on Wednesday, almost had to be called off 
through lack of funds. In the end it was announced by the 
International Paralympic Committee (IPC) that the Para-
lympics will take place, but with major budget cuts. 

When the Olympics came to an 
end Rio’s organising committee ad-
mitted they had not raised enough 
money to fund the Paralympics. 
This was due to Brazil’s struggling 
economy and the fact that only 12 
per cent of available tickets had at 
that stage been sold. 

It meant organisers were three 
weeks late in paying R129,3 million 
in travel grants to help athletes get 
to Rio. Delayed travel grants will 
now be paid to athletes, but 10 
countries may struggle to get teams 
to Rio.

“Never before in the 56-year 
history of the Paralympic Games 
have we faced circumstances like 
this,” said IPC president, Sir Philip 
Craven.

The cuts will be made to ven-
ues, the workforce and transport. 
But Rio Mayor Eduardo Paes has 
secured an additional R683,41 
million of funding and R455,6 mil-
lion in sponsorship from state-run 
companies after an injunction was 
lifted that had blocked further state 
aid for the Games.

Said Craven: “These cuts are on 
top of the ones we, together with 
the International Olympic Commit-
tee, have already made in the last 
12 months and are likely to impact 
nearly every stakeholder attending 
the Games.”

Organisers were meant to pay 
travel grants to all 165 participating 
countries by the end of July. The 
grants, paid to national Paralym-
pic bodies, cover travel costs for 
athletes and officials. The first 
instalments will now be paid but 
the IPC is concerned the delay could 
threaten some countries’ participa-
tion.

“We are working desperately hard to protect athlete ser-
vices, especially within the field of play,” said Craven. “They 
have dedicated their lives to reaching these Games and we 
will do our utmost to try to maintain the service levels and 
scope that they expect at a Paralympic Games.”

The Paralympics were the brainchild of Dr Ludwig 
Guttmann, a Jew who had fled Nazi Germany and settled 
in England. His plan was to use sport to get injured soldiers 
back on their feet and in 1948 the first Paralympics was 
staged in London. He had massive support from a very 
young Queen Elizabeth who visited his hospital shortly 
after her coronation (in 1952).

The South African Paralympic team will have Jewish sup-
port as Leon Fleiser 
is the chef de mis-
sion for Sascoc. 

Fleiser, who was 
paralysed from the 
waist down follow-
ing a shooting inci-
dent, completed his 
Executive Masters 
in Sports Organisa-
tion Management 
programme in Swit-
zerland in 2014. 

Fleiser, who has 
been involved in 
wheelchair basket-
ball among other things, has dedicated his life to support-
ing athletes with disabilities. Able-bodied athletes get on a 
plane with their equipment, get off on the other end, climb 
into a bus and go off to their village. 

With SAA sponsorship, all the athletes will go on one 
plane. 

“Normally you are only allowed four disabled people on a 
plane, but now we’re going to have 40 on the plane! Ten of 
our team management have been trained on how to evacu-
ate passengers in case anything should happen. 

“We’ve got to get all the bags and equipment there. Once 
we’re on the ground the Rio logistics take over and they help 
out.”

Fleiser says South Africa has lost a few key athletes since 
the London Paralympics and he realises the medal haul 
without the likes of Natalie du Toit and Oscar Pistorius will 
not be as large.

But he’s still upbeat: “I do believe the quality of the ath-
letes is really good so I’m looking at an increase in the qual-
ity of the medals, hopefully more golds, so I would like to 
see between 10 and 12 gold medals and if we achieve that, I 
believe we should crack the top 10 again.”  

Added Fleiser: “The one thing I’ve always tried to do as 
an administrator is think: ‘If I’m an athlete, what would I 
want’?”

The SA team includes multi-talented Ernst van Dyk who 
will be participating in his seventh Paralympics. He has 
competed in three disciplines: athletics, cycling and swim-
ming. 

Of the six swimmers, four won medals in London - 
Shireen Sapiro (who is Jewish), Achmat Hassiem, Hendri 
Herbst and Kevin Paul. 

Spirit again sets to triumph at 
cash-strapped Paralympics

Leon Fleiser is the chef de mission for 
the South African Paralympic team.

% (011) 440-8352
3 Long Avenue Glenhazel

MON – WED 7:30am – 6:00pm • THURS 7:30am – 6:30pm
FRI 7:30am – 5:00pm • SUN 8:00am – 1:00pm

“WHERE QUALITY  
COSTS YOU LESS!”
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